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ABSTRACT 

As the semiconductor industry is moving towards achieving smaller, denser and 

faster integrated circuits; the issue of contamination control is becoming increasingly 

important.  The current work focuses on the mechanism and kinetics of removal of 

adsorbed moisture and organics from surfaces and nanostructures.   

In the first application of this study, a novel approach to the characterization of 

dynamic interactions of gases with solid surfaces is developed.  A model is developed to 

represent the simultaneous adsorption and desorption processes in these systems.  The 

model can simulate both the non-equilibrium adsorption and desorption processes as well 

as the equilibrium state (isotherms and isobars).  The model is validated using 

experimental data, and applied to the adsorption of moisture on oxides (ZrO2 and HfO2).  

Practical application of this work is shown by optimizing the purge recipes for removal of 

moisture from a ZrO2 film.   

In the second application, a novel approach is developed and demonstrated to 

characterize the sampling line effects during dynamic monitoring of fluid concentrations.  

The “Sampling line” in this study refers to all components between the point of fluid 

sampling and the point of analyzer sensor.  In general, sampling lines introduce errors in 

measurements by altering the sample properties due to the fluid transport in the line as 

well as the adsorption and desorption of fluid constituents on the surfaces of the sampling 

components that come in contact with the sample fluid.  A methodology based on a 

sampling line simulator is developed for taking these effects into account and correcting 
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the measurements.  The sampling line simulator can be used to analyze the effect of 

various sampling configurations and operating conditions.  

In the last application, experiments were carried out to study the interaction of 

organics with micro/nano particles representing nanostructures.  A process model is 

developed which gives insight about the mechanism and kinetics of these interactions.  

The micro/nano particles, due to their large surface area, can adsorb any other species 

which may result in the change in their properties.  This may ultimately affect the process 

in which they exist.  This study will also be helpful in analyzing the Environment, Safety 

and Health (ESH) effects of nanostructures. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The semiconductor industry has progressed rapidly in last few decades.  It has an 

ability to match up with an ever increasing demand for smaller size, portability, higher 

functionality and speed.  In everyday technology, electronic chips control everything 

from rockets to computers to wireless networks.  The heart of the semiconductor industry 

is the Integrated Circuit (IC).  An integrated circuit is a collection of transistors and 

memory storage devices that can be turned on or off by electrical signals carried over 

interconnecting wires.  The transistor was invented by Shockley, Bardeen and Brattain in 

1948-49 at Bell Telephone Laboratories.  The successful operation of the first IC was 

demonstrated by Jack Kilby at Texas Instruments in 1958.  This invention triggered an 

era of successive improvements in the semiconductor industry to reduce the cost per bit.  

In a journal paper by Gordon Moore in 1965, he predicted that the number of transistors 

per integrated circuit will have an exponential growth and the transistors per IC will 

double every one and a half to two years [1, 2].  This observation is called Moore’s Law 

and has become the driving principle for the semiconductor industry to achieve smaller, 

denser and faster integrated circuits.  This trend is still maintained.  Figure 1.1 illustrates 

the Moore’s law as applicable to Intel processors. 
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                       Figure 1.1 Moore’s law as applicable to Intel processors [3]. 

 

Shrinking semiconductor devices face a major contamination issue that needs to 

be addressed.  The smaller geometries are more prone to contamination which can cause 

reliability problems.  Hence it is very important to study how these contaminants interact 

with different surfaces or thin films.  

This work studies the mechanism and kinetics of adsorption and desorption of 

contaminants (moisture, organic) interaction with surfaces.  While the concept is general, 

the practical application is subsequently discussed in following chapters as applied to 

high-k dielectric materials, different substrates and nanostructures.  All these are directly 

applicable to the semiconductor industry. 
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1.2 CONTAMINATION ISSUES 

The process yield, reliability and performance of a final semiconductor device 

depends on the cleanliness of wafers to start with, hence it is of utmost importance to 

maintain the cleanest environment in semiconductor manufacturing fab.  

It has become very important and essential to identify the type and origin of the 

contaminants, and to isolate the wafers from the contaminant sources in semiconductor 

manufacturing fabs.  Addressing contamination issues in IC manufacturing has always 

been demanding and it is becoming all the more challenging as the industry is moving 

towards the nanoelectronics era [4].  In spite of manufacturing being done in a controlled 

cleanroom environment, the demands for future manufacturing require a tighter control 

over the contamination. 

In addition to isolating the wafers from the contaminant sources, it is essential to 

study the interaction of these contaminants on wafer surfaces.  This study essentially 

helps in this respect.  In the following paragraphs, contamination is explained in detail.  

 

1.2.1 Atmospheric Molecular Contamination 

Atmospheric Molecular Contaminants include any kind of molecular contaminant 

such as particles, moisture, metallic compounds, organic compounds etc [5].  The 

Following paragraphs explain each of these in further details. 

 

1.2.1.1 Particulate Contamination 
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Some of the major common defects in semiconductor devices are created by 

particles.  One estimate suggests that particles are responsible for 75 % of the yield loss 

in volume manufactured VLSI ICs [6].  Because of the importance of defects on IC yield, 

most facilities have made stringent norms for particle detection, control and reduction. 

Figures 1.2 and 1.3 shows an example in which particulate contaminants caused 

yield loss [7].  In both cases, wafer maps show the damage to wafer done by the particles.  

Hence it is very important to maintain a clean environment in the manufacturing fab. 

 

   

 

Figure 1.2 Wafer map showing streak of particles detected by defect metrology and    

                  SEM image of an individual particle. 
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Figure 1.3 Wafer map showing streak of particles detected by defect metrology after  

                 CMP processing. 

 

Some of the major sources of particulate contaminants in the cleanroom 

environment include [8]: 

a) Personnel: Operators, technicians and engineers working on tools in the fab bring 

with themselves various particles, hairs, cosmetics etc. 

b) Incoming ventilation air: It is very essential to change filters to keep the 

cleanroom environment clean enough so as to not cause contamination, and 

degradation of devices.  The air surrounding a production tool can play a 

significant role in the actual transfer of contaminants from the outer to the inner 

environment of a process.  High efficiency particulate filters (HEPA), charcoal 
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filters, careful design of air supply and ventilation and minimum turbulence can 

help in reducing particulate contamination in a fab environment significantly. 

c) Manufacturing tools and equipment: Initial installation of tools, fixing up broken 

tools, any modification to existing tools can cause the cleanroom environment to 

become contaminated.  Technicians need to open various parts of tools to fix 

thing, this might expose the not-so-clean parts to ambience. 

d) Chemicals and wafer handling boxes: Chemicals, and front opening unified pod 

(FOUP) can cause contaminant issues in the fab.  Chemicals must be stored far 

away from manufacturing tools, or wherever the wafers are passing by. 

e) Clothing and gloves etc: The particle contaminants may enter cleanroom by route 

of sticking on clothing or gloves.  These days, due to stringent requirements, 

people working in fabs use iso-propyl alcohol (IPA) to clean up their accessories 

such as frames of eye-glasses. 

f) Office equipment and supplies: Printer, cartridge, pens, pencils, papers etc are 

other source of contamination.  Special types of cleanroom papers and ink pens 

are recommended to prevent any contamination near the manufacturing 

environment. 

 

1.2.1.2 Organic Contamination 

Gaseous organic molecules in the air can easily absorb onto wafer surfaces when 

they are exposed to the ambient cleanroom environment during processing.  Iso-propyl 

alcohol is one of the major organic contaminants found in cleanroom environments.  IPA 
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is abundantly used in the cleaning and wiping tools and walls in fabs, as a solvent and 

also as a drying agent.  Vapors of IPA present in the ambient can react with wafer 

surfaces, causing detrimental effects.  Other common organic chemicals are acetone, 

amine etc. 

Organic molecules present in the cleanroom air can also originate from outgassing 

of polymeric materials used in several forms in cleanroom.  Polymeric materials are 

found almost everywhere in the production lines and cleanroom, starting from the bottles 

and containers for chemicals up to storage and transport FOUP’s for wafers, and even 

foils that cover the wafer boxes [9-14]. 

There are several ways in which organic contaminants can affect the processing 

and performance of semiconductor devices [9- 17]: 

a) Organics adsorbed on wafer surfaces affect wetting, etching and particle removal. 

b) Due to incomplete wetting, cleaning with SC1, SC2, Piranha, HF is less effective and 

contaminants are not removed properly. 

c) Uneven etch rates cause roughness. 

d) Organics can form particles or films. 

e) Organic deposits can cause high resistivity or opens for contacts. 

f) Halocarbons can cause contact corrosion. 

g) Adhesion between layers is affected, sometimes adversely. 

h) Hazing of wafers. 

i) Organics can fog optics of particle counters, lasers, steppers. 

j)  Streaking during application of spin on glass, photoresist, polyimide. 
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k) Unintentional counter-doping. 

l) Prevention of silicon wafer bonding. 

m) High temperature processing can cause silicon carbide formation. 

n) Malfunction of epitaxial growth. 

o) Increase in effective oxide thickness, which is critical for ultra-thin gate oxides. 

p) Deterioration of gate oxide breakdown voltage and of Gate Oxide Integrity (GOI). 

Table 1.1 lists a summary of typical organic compounds found in cleanrooms 

from sources other than solvents and reagents used as process chemicals, their probable 

sources and the effect they have on device processing [12-14]. 

 

   Table 1.1 Typical organics, their sources and effects. 
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1.2.1.3 Moisture Contamination 

 The main source of moisture contamination is the ambient environment.  The air 

in a cleanroom has a relative humidity of about 40%.  The moisture has a detrimental 

effect on wafer surfaces and thin films [18, 19].  The moisture that is retained in the 

interlayer dielectric films can cause delamination and hence reliability issues arise.  

Moisture can cause corrosion of components in reactive gas systems, oxidation of various 

thin films and substrates, and can also affect the gate oxide integrity [20-23].  Moisture is 

very difficult to remove because of its small size, high polarity and ability to form 

hydrogen bonds.  Therefore, it is an important issue that needs to be addressed when 

dealing with contamination control in the semiconductor manufacturing industry.  

 

1.2.1.4 Effects of Molecular Contamination 

Molecular contamination on wafer surfaces results in a variety of problems 

ranging from incomplete wetting to gate oxide deterioration. Some of the major problems 

encountered in semiconductor processing due to molecular contamination are listed in 

Table 1.2 [8, 24]. 
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Table 1.2 Typical problems encountered due to contamination. 
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1.3 CLEANROOM ENVIRONMENT CLASSIFICATION 

A cleanroom is an environment typically used in semiconductor manufacturing 

that has a controlled level of contamination that is specified by the number of particles 

per cubic meter at a specified particle size [25].  

Cleanrooms are classified according to the number and size of particles permitted 

per volume of air. Large numbers like "class 100" or "class 1000" refer to US FED STD 

209E, and denote the number of particles of size 0.5 µm or larger permitted per cubic 

foot of air. The standard also allows interpolation, so it is possible to describe e.g. "class 

2000". 

Small numbers refer to ISO 14644-1 standards, which specify the decimal 

logarithm of the number of particles 0.1 µm or larger permitted per cubic metre of air. So, 

for example, an ISO class 5 cleanroom has at most 105 = 100,000 particles per m³. 

Both FS 209E and ISO 14644-1 assume log-log relationships between particle 

size and particle concentration. For that reason, there is no such thing as a "zero" particle 

concentration.  

Because 1 m³ is approximately 35 ft³, the two standards are mostly equivalent 

when measuring 0.5 µm particles, although the testing standards differ. Ordinary room air 

is approximately class 1,000,000 or ISO 9. 
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   Table 1.3 US FDE STD 209E cleanroom standards [25]. 

        

 

       Table 1.4 ISO 146441-1 cleanroom standards [25]. 
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1.4 PROCESS MODELS TO STUDY ADSORPTION/DESORPTION OF 

CONTAMINANTS 

Our group has worked on various projects related to the study of interaction of 

atmospheric molecular contamination with different surfaces and thin films including 

low-k dielectric material thin films, high-k dielectric material thin films, and stainless 

steel gas delivery systems [8, 26, 27].  Each of these projects was unique and has much 

experimentation involved.  Each study also included a process model to enlighten the 

interaction process.  The following paragraphs highlight these models: 

 Iqbal et al. has studied the interaction of molecular contaminants with low-k 

dielectric films.  His study included a process model which depicts all the pathways 

through which molecular contaminants interact with porous thin films.  The importance 

of a process model is realized when it is not easy to simulate that process experimentally.  

For example, it is easy to study the effect of porosity by a process model, but is very time 

exhaustive to do the same thing experimentally.  Figure 1.4 gives a broad view of the 

various transport pathways for molecular contaminants on porous thin film.  
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Figure 1.4 Molecular contaminant transport pathways in porous low-k film. 

 

Yao et al. has worked on extending the process model developed above to the 

multilayer porous film, such that porosity varies with thickness.  Figure 1.5 highlights the 

different transport pathways.  In addition, his research was also focused on studying the 

molecular contamination interaction with the stainless steel gas distribution system.  This 

study simulates the actual gas distribution as found in industry, which includes dead legs, 

as well as laterals.  Figure 1.6 depicts the schematic of a simple gas delivery system.  
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         Figure 1.5 Schematic of moisture transport in porous low-k film and mass                                    

                           exchange between film and surrounding medium.  

 

 

 

                                Figure 1.6 Schematic of a simple gas delivery system. 

  

Raghu et al. has studied the interaction of atmospheric contamination with high-k 

gate dielectric films.  His process model was for non-porous films, and adsorption and 
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desorption took place on the surface only. Figure 1.7 shows the schematic of multilayer 

multicomponent adsorption on a surface.  

 The reason of describing these models in this section is to give an insight of 

various studies that have been done within our group.  All these studies are relevant to the 

current thesis.  The current work uses this fundamental knowledge to extend the concept 

of interaction of molecular contamination to other surfaces as well as nanoparticles.  The 

process models for different studies are different but the underlying transport equations 

are same.  The newer studies utilize the previous developed concepts and further improve 

them to get more accurate description of processes.  The latest studies tend to have lesser 

assumptions, minimize error and yields better and more accurate results. 
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Figure 1.7 Schematic of multilayer multicomponent adsorption on surface. 
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1.5 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES, THESIS OVERVIEW AND ORGANIZATION 

 The primary objective of this research is to develop a fundamental understanding 

of the adsorption and desorption processes that take place during the interaction of 

atmospheric molecular contamination with solid surfaces.  This goal is accomplished by 

doing experiments and developing process models for high-k dielectric thin films, 

different surfaces which includes stainless steel tubing and stainless steel filters, and 

nanoparticles.  By studying such a wide variety of substrates, a broad and clear view of 

how the contaminants interact with surfaces is found.  Also, the practical advantage of 

such a study can be realized in the semiconductor industry where it is essential to 

minimize contamination in high volume manufacturing. 

 Chapter 2 presents the analytical capabilities available to do the experiments in 

our lab.  There are 3 mass spectrometers, and 2 FTIR(s).  These different analytical tools 

are used to monitor contaminant concentrations.  A) The Atmospheric Pressure Ionization 

Mass Spectrometer (APIMS) system can detect impurities down to the parts per trillion 

(ppt) level; B) Cavity Ring Down Spectrometer (CRDS) has the ability to detect moisture 

with a sensitivity of 100 ppt in a operating range of 0 to 5000 parts per billion (ppb); and 

C) Electron Impact Mass Spectrometer (EIMS) has the ability to detect impurities with 

ppb levels up to percentage level.  Depending on the contaminant concentration range, 

one or multiple of these analyzers are used for real time monitoring of the adsorption and 

desorption processes.  FTIR(s) are used to monitor real time and in-situ interaction of 

contaminants with the surface of the substrate or nanoparticles. 
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In Chapter 3, the experimental methodology is explained and the experimental 

design and setups are discussed by following two methods: 

a) Gas phase study using mass spectrometers. 

b) In-situ characterization using FTIR. 

The experimental setup is used to generate accurate, reliable and repeatable adsorption 

and desorption data.  The data is used in addition to a process model to determine the 

fundamental kinetic and process parameters. 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 focus on the different applications of this study.  In Chapter 4, 

the mechanism and kinetics of equilibrium and multilayer adsorption and desorption of 

gases on solids is discussed.  The purpose of this work has been to formulate a multilayer 

model which could provide detailed information on the kinetics of adsorption and 

desorption and not just the end equilibrium.  This is useful in practical applications for 

process and system design as well as data analysis.  While the concept is general, the goal 

has also been to validate and apply the model to the adsorption of moisture on oxides, 

which is important in a number of applications including semiconductor processing.  

In Chapter 5, another application of adsorption/desorption of contaminants on 

solid surfaces is discussed.  In this, a novel approach is developed and demonstrated to 

characterize the sampling line effects during dynamic monitoring of fluid concentrations.  

In general, sampling lines introduce errors in measurements by altering the sample 

properties due to the fluid transport in the line as well as the adsorption and desorption of 

fluid constituents on the surfaces of the sampling components that come in contact with 
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the sample fluid.  The “Sampling line” in this study refers to all components between the 

point of fluid sampling and the point of the analyzer sensor.  

     Chapter 6 focuses on the application of this study as applied to nanoparticles.  The 

nanoparticles such as SiO2 are generated during chemical mechanical planarization 

(CMP) steps in semiconductor manufacturing.  HfO2 nanoparticles are used in immersion 

lithography.  These nanoparticles provide a large active surface area for selective 

adsorption and are extensively generated and used during semiconductor manufacturing, 

hence it is important to study the adsorption/desorption of moisture or IPA on these 

particles.  

 Chapter 7 is the closing chapter of this thesis and gives the direction of future 

work.   
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CHAPTER 2 

ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

To study the adsorption-desorption phenomena on different surfaces, various 

experiments were done using various analytical tools and techniques.  This section will 

discuss these tools extensively.  All these experimental are reliable, reproducible and 

have high signal to noise ratio.  This section will discuss the principles and theory of 

operation, advantages and limitations, calibration, etc. of different analytical tools. 

It is important to study the contamination control at low concentration ranges 

(ppm to ppb).  This will be beneficial for semiconductor manufacturing and 

pharmaceutical processing.  Therefore, there is a need of analytical instruments which 

can monitor continuously impurity concentration at such low levels. 

The following sections will discuss the tools that were used for gas phase study 

(these are Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometer, Electron Impact Mass 

Spectrometer and Cavity Ring Down Spectroscope) as well as in-situ study (Fourier 

Transform Infrared Spectroscopy).   

The in-situ study done using FTIR has a distinct advantage that changes occurring 

on the surface can be monitored in real time and hence the data is valuable and easy to 

comprehend. 
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2.2 ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE IONIZATION MASS SPECTROMETER 

Atmospheric pressure ionization mass spectrometry (APIMS) has the capability to 

measure the concentration of gaseous impurities in the sub ppb and ppt range.  It is 

widely being used for trace level impurity measurements.  Because the ionization of 

gases happens at atmospheric pressure, APIMS can detect impurity concentration in 

gases as low as several ppt levels.   The sensitivity of APIMS is 106 times higher than 

conventional mass spectrometers and it also has much faster response times.  It not only 

can detect several impurities simultaneously without any degradation in sensitivity but 

also can distinguish between impurities which have the same mass to charge (m/e) ratio.  

Several authors report in literature the history of the development of atmospheric pressure 

ionization (API) technique [28, 29]. 

APIMS is an expensive instrument as compared to other mass spectrometers such 

as an electron impact mass spectrometer or a cavity ring-down spectroscope. It also has 

the highest detection limits.  It requires regular and frequent maintenance and is a 

complex machine.  APIMS used in this research has three quadrupole systems, a gas 

processor system to provide precisely controlled sample gas and calibration gas, which 

all adds up and thus increases the cost of the system.  To prevent contamination of the 

source chamber, it is important to constantly purge the system with ultra high pure carrier 

gas such as research grade nitrogen thereby increasing operation cost.   

Ionization happens at atmospheric pressure in the source chamber resulting in 

complex ion-molecule reactions, often times several ionized species are formed which 

could cluster together.  This cluster formation might result in similar mass to charge ratio 
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making the interpretation more complex and challenging.  This complicates identification 

of unknown compounds as most of the reference spectra available are for conventional 

mass spectrometers operating under vacuum.  In order to minimize this effect of cluster 

formation and prevent over lapping spectra the quadrupoles have to be tuned.  The tuning 

process is an exhaustive and time consuming process.  After the first quadrupole where 

ionization takes place, there is a second quadrupole in which species with overlapping 

mass to charge ratios are further broken down which could help to identify the species 

and help in interpretation.  For example, CO and N2 have same mass to charge ratio 

which is 28, but further breaking down CO in the second quad to C and O can help in 

identifying whether species present are CO or N2.  This feature of APIMS is a significant 

advantage over the conventional mass spectrometer.  However, APIMS can be used to 

detect only those trace level impurities which have an ionization potential less than the 

carrier gas.  Since in this research nitrogen was used as the carrier gas the concentrations 

of argon, hydrogen, and helium could not be determined using APIMS.  However, mass 

spectrometers utilizing the APIMS technique that detect hydrogen in nitrogen are 

commercially available. 

The APIMS used in this study is a VG Trace+.  It comprises a mass spectrometer 

manufactured by Vacuum Generators (VG) and a gas processor manufactured by L’Air 

Liquide.  

 

2.2.1 APIMS Principle of Operation 
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In APIMS the ionization of the incoming gas occurs at atmospheric pressure in 

the source chamber instead of under vacuum.  In conventional mass spectrometers such 

as electron impact mass spectrometers, ionization of impurity species occurs under 

vacuum. In such mass spectrometers, an electron is imparted from a hot cathode and 

strikes an impurity molecule to generate a positive ion.  However, under the reduced 

pressure conditions, the probability of an electron striking impurity molecules existing at 

ppb concentrations is almost zero.  This significantly reduces the detection limit for 

measurement of trace level impurity concentrations in the sub ppb and ppt range in 

conventional mass spectrometers.  To circumvent this serious limitation in measuring sub 

ppb levels, APIMS ionizes the sample gas at or near atmospheric pressure using corona 

discharge ionization.  This results in the formation of a large number of primary ions, 

predominantly from the carrier gas, by electron impact.  In this research, ultra high pure 

N2 is used as the carrier gas and the primary ionization yields N+
 and N2

+ species.  Since 

the ionization happens at atmospheric pressure, there is a high probability of collisions 

because of a short mean free path.  This results in an extensive series of ion/molecule 

reactions resulting in secondary ions of higher mass, such as: 

N+  +  N2
+  +  2N2 ------ >  N3

+  +  N4
+                                          … 2.1 

Only a small fraction of impurity molecules are ionized in the primary ionization 

step.  Nearly 100 % of the trace impurity molecules present in the carrier gas get ionized 

due to a “charge transfer phenomenon”.  Due to the high ratio of ionized carrier gas 

molecules to impurity molecules, there is a high possibility of collision between nitrogen 
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ions and an impurity molecule.  This phenomena result in high sensitivity of APIMS, 

which allows detection of trace level impurities.  For example: 

N2
+

   +  O2  ------ >     N2    +   O2
+                                                           … 2.2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Dual mechanism of ionization in API source. 

 

This secondary ionization mechanism is also known as ‘soft’ ionization.  The 

sequence is shown schematically in Figure 2.1.  However, the charge transfer mechanism 

or ‘soft’ ionization mechanism is thermodynamically favorable only when the impurities 

of interest have a lower ionization potential than that of the carrier gas.  Table 2.1 lists the 

ionization potential of various species.  Fortunately as seen from the table most of 

impurities of interest can be studied with nitrogen as the carrier gas. 

One known issue with APIMS is the reduction in sensitivity of detection when 

there is a large amount of an impurity (>100 ppb) present with a favorable ionization 
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potential.  This will affect the ionization of other trace level impurities.  The particular 

impurity with a favorable ionization potential may consume an unusually high number of 

primary ions, thus resulting in a decrease of the detection of other trace impurities in the 

carrier gas.  Hence for the APIMS to operate correctly and provide quantitative data there 

must not be high concentrations of any impurity in the gas to be analyzed.   

The presence of a large amount of some impurities, such as moisture, can also 

lead to cluster formation.  The impurities cluster with nitrogen to form species with 

unusual mass to charge (m/e) ratios that may interfere with the detection of impurities. 

For instance, 

N3
+   +  H2O  ------ > N2    +  NH2O +                                                  … 2.3 

It is observed from the above reaction that the newly formed cluster ion NH2O
+ 

has same mass to charge ratio of 32 as that for O2
+.  Thus this cluster ion interferes with 

the detection of O2
+ ions.  In order to minimize this effect the APIMS tuning settings, 

such as the source, focusing and accelerating voltages, should be optimized.   

The primary and secondary ions formed in the source are then leaked into the 

vacuum system through an orifice plate where the ions are channeled into a quadrupole 

chamber through a series of pressure reduction and focusing stages.  It is important that 

the potentials applied to the focusing elements in these stages are appropriate for the 

optimum detection of the ions of interest because ion/molecule reactions can occur in the 

early stages of pressure reduction.  Also de-clustering of ions will also take place in these 

stages.  The quadrupole separates the ions according to their m/e ratios and directs the 

ions to a channeltron detector with a pulse counter.  Figures 2.2a and 2.2b show the 
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general assembly and different source components respectively.  Subsequent sections 

explain these processes in details.  

   Table 2.1 Ionization potential of several gaseous species. 

Gaseous Species 
Ionization 

Potential (eV) 
He 22.45 

Ar 15.755 

N2 15.576 

H2 
15.427 

CO 14.013 

CO2 13.769 

CH4 12.6 

H2O 12.6 

O2 12.063 

C2H6 11.5 

C3H8 11.1 
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           Figure 2.2a APIMS general assembly [30]. 
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Figure 2.2b APIMS source components [30]. 

 

2.2.2 Trace+ Triple Quadrupole APIMS 

Figure 2.3 shows the schematic of a mass spectrometer along with various key 

components for VG Trace+ APIMS.  Sample gas at atmospheric pressure is introduced 
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into the ion source through stainless steel source housing directly over the tip of a 

tungsten needle.   

The source chamber has two connecting tubes.  Sample gas is introduced into the 

source chamber using the upper of the two connecting tubes.  The gas flow is designed in 

such a way that the sample gas entering the corona region does not interact with the 

adsorbed species on the source wall, which minimizes the contamination effect.  There is 

a continuous flow of the gas in the source chamber, the remaining gas purges the 

chamber and leaves the source through the second connection tube.  The source has two 

heating rods which allows for the heating of the chamber to as high as 160 oC.  For 

experiments in this research the source was maintained at 110 oC to prevent condensation 

of moisture on source walls.  Normally when a new reactor is installed for experiments 

the chamber is baked overnight. 

Tungsten is a low work function material.  A needle is located in the middle of the 

source chamber and is held in place using a ceramic to metal seal.  3.2 to 5 kV is applied 

to the tungsten needle.  The point of the needle is approximately 3 mm from the first 

orifice.  The high voltage applied to the needle generates a corona discharge, which 

ionizes the sample gas present in the chamber.  
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram of VG Trace+ APIMS. 

 

Ions formed because of the corona discharge are drawn into the first pumping 

stage.  The first pumping stage is kept at 0.5 torr which is much less than the pressure in 

the source, this pressure difference allows the ions to be drawn through a 200 µm orifice, 

F1.  F1 is a focusing orifice whose voltage determines the fragmentation energy of the 

ions entering the spectrometer.  This is a short chamber, pumped by a high capacity 

rotary pump, to reduce the pressure to a few mbar.  Since F1 is the first orifice which the 

fragments see, it is important to carefully tune the voltage of this lens; and also because 

the number of fragments reaching the detector area depends on how much is allowed to 

pass through F1.  The sudden expansion through F1 also helps in the declustering of ions.  

Protruding into the first pump stage, is a cone shaped orifice with a hope at its apex, F2.  

F2 is on the opposite side of the first orifice F1.  The F2 is insulated by a ceramic seal 

and voltage between – 300 and 300 V can be applied.  By applying the correct voltage to 
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the F2 lens the ions entering the first pumping stage are focused towards the tip of the 

cone and thereby enter the second pumping stage.  This second vacuum stage is pumped 

with a rotary-backed turbo molecular pump generating a pressure of less than 10-5 torr.  

Once the ions cross the F2 lens then they go through a few more lenses (F3 and F4) and 

half plates (HP1 and HP2) before they reach the quadrupole section.  A progressively 

increasing level of vacuum is maintained from F1 to F4; with the quadrupole region 

being kept around 10-6 torr.  The voltages on each of the lenses and half plates are 

systematically optimized to get a maximum number of ions in the quadrupole section.  

The Trace+ is equipped with three quadrupoles.  The benefit of having three 

quadrupoles is that species with a same mass to charge ratio (m/e) such as CO and N2 can 

be separated and detected.  Each quadrupole is made up of four electrodes arranged in a 

square array.  These electrodes are hyperbolic shape rods.  Opposite electrodes are 

connected together and given both a DC and RF bias component.  The other electrode 

pair has an identical potential but opposite in sign.  The potential applied is given by: 

                     )2cos(')( ftVUt π−=Φ                                                    …2.4 
where, U is a DC voltage and V’ is the peak amplitude of an RF component with 

frequency f.  The ions after passing through series of lenses enter the quadrupole region.  

They experience RF and DC fields which are perpendicular to the direction of their 

motion, which in this case is the Z-axis.  Due to this effect of the fields the ions move in a 

transverse motion.  There are two types of motion, one in which the ions oscillate along 

the Z-axis and emerge from the opposite end of the filter and the other unstable motion in 

which ions move normal to the Z-axis, get attracted towards the electrodes and get 

neutralized.  By optimizing the various parameters V, U, and f for a particular set of m/e 
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ions, ions are allowed to pass through the filter and reach the detector while the rest get 

neutralized.  Not all other m/e ions will get neutralized, instead some will still be able to 

pass through but the sensitivity of other ions would be less as compared to the ions for 

which the parameters are optimized.  

The three quadrupoles are arranged in series in order to analyze peak overlap and 

detect ions of similar m/e ratios.  The spectrometer is operated in full pass mode when 

peak overlap is not of concern, which allows the ions to pass through without filtering.  

When ions of similar m/e ratio are present then all three quadrupoles are used.  The 

middle quadrupole is enclosed inside a specially designed collision cell, which can be 

slightly pressurized with ultra high purity argon to about 10-3 torr.  Clusters of ions with 

the same m/e ratio are further broken into components in this collision cell and then 

filtered in the last quadrupole.  For example, in order to measure the concentration of CO 

in N2 carrier gas, one has to use all three quadrupoles.  The first quadrupole is tuned to 

m/e of 28.  This allows both CO+ and N2
+ ions to pass through to the second quadrupole.  

In the second quadrupole or the collision cell, the ions further undergo ‘collision induced 

dissociation’ (CID) resulting in fragmented daughter ions like C+, O+, N+
 etc.  So to 

measure CO concentration, the third quadrupole is tuned to allow passage of either C+ or 

O+ ions by tuning the quad to a m/e of 12 or 16.  The quadrupoles have to be tuned to the 

proper voltages so that the ions can be accelerated through the CID cell at the optimum 

setting to promote fragmentation, and then decelerated for efficient analysis in the third 

quadrupole.  
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2.2.3 Electron Multiplier and Detector System 

The ions leaving the three quadrupoles are drawn into the channeltron electron 

multiplier.  The channeltron is made up of a curved glass tube with the inside of the tube 

coated with a resistive material, usually beryllium. The beryllium forms a continuous 

dynode by applying voltage across the tube ends.  A large negative voltage is applied to 

the channeltron so that it attracts the ions emerging from the quadrupoles.  These ions 

then hit the channeltron, resulting in a release of lots of secondary electrons on impact.  

These secondary electrons again collide with the coating producing more secondary 

electrons.  The process continues until a measurable pulse is generated for every ion that 

enters the channeltron.  The end of the tube is kept at earth potential.  The pulses are 

further amplified and then counted by a pulse counter.  

Voltage in the range of 2 to 3 kV can be applied to the channeltron in order to 

maximize the detection limit.  As the detector ages, the potential applied is changed to 

compensate for the wear of the detector.  The detector can be kept at a maximum of 3.5 

kV.   

 The APIMS monitors the concentration of each species as counts per second (cps) 

on the y-axis and time on the x-axis.  A calibration curve is needed for each impurity to 

relate concentration of the impurity to counts per second.  Generation of calibration 

curves are explained in a later section. 

 

2.2.4 APIMS Gas Processor 
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The gas processor is an integral part of the APIMS.  A schematic of the Trace+ 

gas processor, designed by L’Air Liquide, is shown in Figure 2.4. 

It has four major functions: 

1. Preparation of a ‘zero’ gas for gas dilution and to establish a system baseline 

2. Generation of calibration gas mixtures through a dilution loop 

3. Provision of a controlled amount of sample gas 

4. Control of the pressure and flow for the API source  

All tubing used are made of electropolished 316L stainless steel tubing with VCR 

fittings.  Orifice plates are used to control flow without adding any contaminants, and 

ultra-high purity (UHP) application all-metal mass flow controllers (MFC) are installed 

off-line to reduce the risk of impurity.  Dead space is minimized by maintaining 

continuous flow of UHP N2 through all the lines. 

 

         Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of gas processor and gas delivery system. 
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2.2.4.1 Zero Gas Preparation 

Nitrogen carrier gas for all the instruments including APIMS is supplied from a 

bulk, cryogenic source.  The purity of this source nitrogen is 99.9999 %.  The nitrogen 

lines entering the lab are further split into two lines, one is the ‘house’ nitrogen line, 

which requires no further purification and is used for applications where purity is not 

much of a concern.  The second nitrogen line passes through a 1000 L hot-metal getter 

purifier manufactured by Ultra-Pure Systems (Model 7000 XL). 

                               Table 2.2 SAES getter performance. 

Impurity Level 

O2 < 1 ppb 

H2O 
< 1 ppb 

Total Hydrocarbon  < 10 ppb 

CO2 < 1 ppb 

CO 
< 1 ppb 

 

The nitrogen leaving this purifier has a total impurity content less than 1 ppm.  

This nitrogen is further purified by two SAES getter purifiers (Monotorr series 3000N, 

model# PS3MTN1) placed in series.  This produces an ultra high purity nitrogen gas with 

impurity concentrations as given in Table 2.2.  The line pressure is maintained at 80 psig.     

The ultra high pure nitrogen gas is further divided into two lines.  One line is used 

for the gas processor while the other line is directed to the direct injection system.  The 

gas fed to the direct injection system is further purified inside the gas processor by two 
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more SAES getters [31].  The nitrogen gas passing through four SAES getters produces 

ultra high pure nitrogen gas with an impurity concentration in the single digit ppt range.  

This gas acts as the zero gas and it establishes the limit of detection, or the baseline, for 

each impurity to be analyzed by the APIMS.  This zero-gas nitrogen is also used to dilute 

the challenge and purge gases before it enters the API source, in the gas processor or in 

the direct injection system.   

 

2.2.4.2 Sample Gas Dilution 

It is important to dilute the sample gas with the zero gas in APIMS.  This is 

because high impurity concentrations can saturate the plasma resulting in nonlinearities 

in calibration curves and complicated and misleading data.  MFC1 and MFC2 control the 

flow rate ratio of sample gas and zero gas.  The following were the conditions used for 

the experiments:  

Sample gas flow rate:  350 sccm 

Total flow rate to the source:  3000 sccm 

Sample pressure:  1- 1.5 bar 

 

2.2.4.3 Calibration Gas Preparation 

Standard research grade gas cylinders were used to prepare the calibration gas.  

These gas cylinders were prepared by mixing impurities such as: O2, CO, CO2, and CH4 

with the balance N2.  The impurity concentration was 10 ppm for each component and 

moisture concentrations in the gas cylinders were less than 1 ppm. Different 
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concentrations of calibration gas was generated by mixing a small flow from the gas 

cylinders with the zero gas.   

In case of moisture, deuterium oxide and isopropanol (IPA) permeation devices 

were used to generate the calibration gas.  The Dynacal permeation device is cylindrical 

in shape with a sealed permeable tube containing moisture, deuterium or IPA permeant.  

The two ends of the tube are sealed by an impermeable plug.  At a controlled temperature 

of 50 oC a known amount of permeant permeates through the permeable membrane.  The 

permeation rate typically varies between 75 ng/min to 150 ng/min for different 

permeants.  By passing a known flow rate of purge gas and knowing the permeation rate, 

it is easy to estimate the concentration of an impurity in the sample gas.  By varying the 

gas flow rate different concentrations of impurities can be generated, which are used for 

calibration.  Figures 2.5 and 2.6 shows two different types of permeation devices [32].  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 A Dynacal® permeation device [84]. 
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                             Figure 2.6 A G-cal® permeation device [84]. 

 

2.2.5 APIMS Calibration 

APIMS monitors the impurity concentration level in ion counts per second (cps).  

The counts per second then needs to be converted to ppb or ppt which represents the 

meaningful data.  By controlling the ratio of the amount of sample gas and zero gas, 

varying levels of impurity concentrations are generated for the calibration.  Five different 

concentration levels are used to produce each calibration curve.  For each concentration 

its corresponding counts per second as shown by APIMS are recorded.  Figure 2.7 shows 

the calibration curve for carbon dioxide obtained on the VG Trace+ APIMS in N2 carrier 

gas. Similar curves were generated for moisture and isopropanol.  As observed from the 

figure, a calibration curve is a straight line with R2 equal to 0.97.  The slope of the curve 

gives the sensitivity of the CO2 as impurity an in cps/ppb.  The calibration curve is 

different for different species, and hence each species has a different sensitivity.  By 
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changing voltages on lenses and half plates, the sensitivity of each species can be 

optimized to give best performance. 

 It is also apparent from the Figure that the calibration curve exhibits a small but 

non-zero y-axis intercept.  This implies that the zero gas has a small amount of impurity 

present.  There could be several sources for these impurities, such as desorption from the 

transfer lines, dead spaces, outgassing from API source, and indigenous to the gas [33].  

The collective contribution of all these impurities forms the ultimate background and 

establishes the limit of detection for the instrument.  These sources of impurities can be 

minimized by making sure that the experimental design does not have any dead spaces, 

using MFC’s in the bypass lines instead of the main sample gas line, always maintaining 

flow through the whole set up, keeping transfer lines heated to reduce memory effects, 

etc. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 2.7 APIMS carbon dioxide calibration curve. 
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2.2.6 Important Issues in APIMS Analysis and Technique 

The previous sections have discussed the preparation of calibration gas and 

sampling.  In addition there are three main concerns associated with APIMS which needs 

to be addressed for effectively using APIMS.  These are preparation of accurate 

standards, non-linearity in calibration, and multiple component effects. 

 

2.2.6.1 Preparation of Calibration Standards 

(i) Standard Gas 

The concentration of the standard gas must be accurately known.  For APIMS 

calibration, a 10 ppm impurity level is typically used for the standard gas.  The standard 

gas of a given impurity, that needs to be calibrated, should have any other impurity at 

least one order of magnitude lower than the impurity of interest.  The gas cylinders with 

lower than 10 ppm impurity are difficult to be certified by conventional techniques such 

as gas chromatography, therefore choosing an impurity concentration less than 10 ppm 

might not give the correct calibration curve.  Standard gas is made by mixing the 

impurity with balance of research grade nitrogen to the desired concentration level.  

Thus, any errors in certifying the standard gas would not result in an accurate calibration 

curve which in turn would cause errors in the experimental data.  

(ii)  Zero Gas Generation 

An ultra high pure zero gas must be available for dilution of the sample gas and 

the standard gas.  Ultra high pure nitrogen with a purity level less than 1 ppb is normally 
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chosen.  The impurity background in the zero gas should be as low as possible to ensure 

accuracy of calibration at very low concentration levels.  

(iii)  Gas Blending System 

The gas blending system accurately prepares the calibration standards by blending 

the standard gas with zero gas.  The concentration of impurity needs to be diluted from 

10 ppm to sub-ppb levels, hence, the blending system should be capable of providing 

large dilution ratios using highly stable and accurate mass flow controllers.  Also, the 

blending system must not add any contaminants into the gas processor.  

 

2.2.6.2 Non-Linearity in APIMS Calibration 

APIMS calibration gives a linear curve between counts per second and 

concentration but its response tends to stray away from the usual linear profile when the 

concentrations are at the high or low end of the range of detectability.  This issue of non-

linearity needs to be addressed for better understanding of APIMS operation.  At high 

concentrations, the curvature of the data is caused by the plasma saturation in the 

ionization source.  Carrier gas ions are depleted at high impurity levels, thus resulting in 

an inefficient secondary ionization by the charge transfer mechanism.  The non linearity 

at low concentration levels is due to the impurity background levels.  In the range of 

concentration of interest, non linear calibration data are fitted with a non linear model to 

develop appropriate non-linear equations.  The equation developed is then used to 

convert the counts per second response obtained from APIMS to the actual concentration 

in the sample gas [34]. 
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2.2.6.3 Multiple Contaminant Interference Effects 

(i) High Concentration of One Impurity 

When there is a large concentration of one species which has low ionization 

potential, it will be preferentially ionized.  This leads to lower efficiency of ionization of 

other trace level impurities.  Thus, the APIMS would result in under prediction of these 

trace level contaminants which may give wrong results.  

(ii)  Secondary Ion Interference 

Secondary ions are sometimes formed by fragmentation and clustering of primary 

ions in the API source.  For example, when moisture (H2O) contaminant is present in the 

N2 carrier, it results in creation of secondary ions such as O+, NH2O
+, and N2O

+
 with 

mass to charge (m/e) ratios equal to 16, 32, and 44 respectively.  These secondary ions 

can interfere with the detection of primary ions such CH4 
+, O2 

+, and CO2
+, who also 

have same mass to charge ratios.  These problems can be addressed by careful tuning of 

the focusing plate and lens voltage. 

(iii)  Impurity-Impurity Interactions 

When impurity levels are high, there is good chance of interactions between the 

species which could be a significant cause for error.  Due to its reactive nature, moisture 

tends to be a major problem.  These impurity-impurity reactions result in mass spectra 

with overlapped peaks, new unexpected peaks, or missing peaks at expected m/e ratios.  

Therefore, to resolve these issues voltages on the ion lenses, half plates and orifices have 

to be optimized. 
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2.3 ELECTRON IMPACT MASS SPECTROMETER 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Mass spectrometry is an analytical technique that is used to measure atomic and 

molecular composition of a physical sample by measuring the mass-to-charge ratio of 

charged particles.  It is generally used to find the composition of a physical sample by 

generating a mass spectrum representing the masses of sample components.  Molecules 

get ionized in the ionization chamber of the mass spectrometer, separated according to 

their mass/charge (m/e) ratio in the mass analyzer, and get counted in the detector.  The 

results are mass spectra representing each mass/electron (m/e) ratio; the mass spectrum is 

a measurement of a concentration of a particular species.  The three essential functions of 

a mass spectrometer and the associated components are [35]: 

1) A small sample of compound is ionized, usually to cations by loss of an          

electron by the ion source. 

2)  The ions are sorted and separated according to their mass and charge by mass 

analyzers. 

3) The separated ions are then detected and tallied, and the results are displayed on a 

chart by the detector. 

      The spectrometer produces both ions and ions fragments of the original 

molecule.  These charged ions produced are separated by mass to charge ratios and 

directed to the detector by external electric and magnetic fields.  A mass spectrometer 

gives the output of the concentration of each ion presents as a mass spectrum which is the 

intensity versus mass to charge ratio plot.  The output of the concentration or intensity is 
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typically represented by counts instead of absolute concentration of the species, therefore 

concentration calibration is required for mass spectrometers.   

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Components of mass spectrometer. 

 

A schematic of the essential components of a mass spectrometer is shown in 

Figure 2.8.  A mass spectrometer typically has high sensitivity because of the presence of 

the mass analyzer which acts as a mass/charge filter which reduces any background 

effects as well as the sensitive electron multipliers used for detection.  It is useful in 

identifying unknown compounds which makes it a preferred analytical technique for 

chemical analysis.  The characteristic fragmentation patterns can give information about 

molecular weight and molecular structure which are useful in identifying compounds. 

This technique has several applications [36]: 

a) Identification of unknown compounds by the mass of the compound molecule 

or their fragments. 

b) Determining isotopic composition of elements in a compound. 
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c) Determining the structure of a compound by observing its fragmentation. 

d) Quantifying the amount of compound in a sample. 

The electron impact mass spectrometer (EIMS) used for parts per million (ppm) 

to low percentage-level of gaseous impurities detection was a Balzers QMS 421 series, 

which consists of a QMS 421C control unit and a QMA 400 quadrupole analyzer.  

The following sections briefly describe the operation of the mass spectrometer.  

 

2.3.2 The Mass Spectrometer 

 

2.3.2.1 The Ionization Source 

Ionization of the sample takes place in the ionization source.  There are various 

ways of ionizing the molecules such as by electron impact, field ionization, chemical 

ionization, field desorption, ion bombardment, or laser desorption etc.  

In the electron impact mass spectrometer, the inlet gas is leaked through a 

capillary from the dosing valve into the source chamber.  The source chamber is 

maintained under vacuum.  The capillary is used to drop pressure from atmosphere at 

capillary inlet to vacuum at capillary outlet that is connected to a dosing valve into the 

source chamber.  In this chamber the gas molecules are bombarded by electrons emitted 

from a hot filament and drawn across the source-housing chamber to the anode.  The low 

energy electrons bombarding the gas molecules strip off one or more electrons thus 

forming positive ions.  Figure 2.9 shows an electron impact ionization source.   
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The ionization density of each species is directly proportional to its partial 

pressure.  Although the ionization potentials of different atoms or molecules are not the 

same, the ionization cross-section for most gases’ peak is somewhere in the 50-150 eV 

range. For QMS 421 the ionization source is usually operated at 70 electron volts.  

 

    Figure 2.9 Electron impact ionization source. 

 

2.3.2.2 Quadrupole Mass Analyzer 

RF quadrupole mass filter, in QMS 421, is used for mass separation.  The 

advantages of a quadrupole is that it has high transmission; is light-weighted, very 

compact and comparatively low-priced; has low ion acceleration voltages; allows high 

scan speeds, since scanning is realized by solely sweeping electric potentials; has an 

excellent resolution and a wide mass range [37].  The mass filter, as shown in Figure 

2.10, consists of four cylindrical molybdenum rod electrodes arranged to provide the 

closest mathematical approximation to a hyperbolic electrical field.  Ions entering from 

one end travel with constant velocity parallel to the poles (z direction, the axis of 
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symmetry maintaining zero potential), and acquire complex oscillations in the x and y 

direction. This is accomplished by applying both a direct current voltage (U’) and a radio 

frequency voltage (± V’ cos ωt) to the poles. 

Ions of only a single mass to charge ratio will have stable oscillations and traverse 

the entire length of the filter under a given set of conditions (U’, V’, ω). All other ions 

will have unstable oscillations and will strike the poles and be lost. By sweeping the RF 

and DC potentials linearly in time, the instrument can be made to scan a mass range. The 

QMA 400 has a mass range up to m/e 511. 

                    

                                  Figure 2.10 Quadrupole mass analyzer. 

 

2.3.2.3 The SEM Mass Detector 

EIMS uses a SEM (secondary electron multiplier) detector.  The ions leaving the 

quadrupole mass filter are further accelerated to a few keV and then strike a conversion 
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dynode made of Cu-Be thereby creating secondary electrons.  As shown in Figure 2.11, 

the secondary electrons are further amplified as they collide with a series of dynodes (17 

stages for this instrument) creating more secondary electrons.  The SEM supplies an 

output current impulse for each incoming particle.  These current impulses are converted 

to correct mean values using electrometer amplifiers.  The ions leaving the quadrupole 

are deflected 90o in order to eliminate background interferences due to soft x-rays, other 

photons or excited neutral particles and also to avoid ions of false mass that pass through 

the analyzer, and therefore the SEM is located off-axis. 

  

             Figure 2.11 Secondary electron multiplier detector. 

 

2.3.2.4 Capillary Inlet System 

The sampling system in this instrument is a capillary inlet system.  It consists of a 

two-stage pressure reduction system and a fused silica capillary.  In the first stage, the 
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pressure is reduced from atmospheric pressure to mbar by an 18 liter/sec turbo molecular 

drag pump backed by a diaphragm pump.  In the second stage, that is, in the ion source 

region, the pressure is maintained at a pressure of 10-6 mbar by a 180 liter/s turbo 

molecular drag pump backed by a diaphragm pump.  The capillary of 0.152 mm internal 

diameter and 1.25 m length is used to deliver the sampling gas.  The flow regime in this 

section is laminar.  The pressure gradient between the capillary inlet and the analyzer 

drives the gas into the ion source, and the flow rate in the capillary is around 1-10 

standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) depending on the inlet pressure and outlet 

pressure.  The gas leaving the capillary is then bled to the source chamber using an 

adjustable thermo mechanical leak valve.  Since the fused silica capillary is hydrophilic, 

moisture or other polar species, such as isopropanol (IPA), will be adsorbed on the wall 

of the capillary leading to signal delay when measuring transient data.  In order to 

minimize this kind of error, the capillary is encapsulated in a stainless steel tube that is 

kept heated at 100 oC.  However, heating the capillary cannot prevent the adsorption of 

contaminant species on the wall of the capillary completely.  The more exquisite way to 

solve this problem is to set up a model to represent this capillary and use this model to 

compensate for the signal delay due to the surface adsorption or desorption on the 

capillary wall.  This is discussed in detail in the section of results.   

 

2.3.3 Calibration and Detection Limits 

Detection limits (in an inert gas system) are determined by the detection limit of 

the mass spectrometer, inlet system, electrometer noise, temperature stability and gas 
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supply stability. The performance specifications on the system are given in Table 2.3. 

 

Table 2.3 Impurity detection limits of Electron Impact Mass Spectrometer. 

Species Detection Limit 

H2 500 ppb 

H2O  600 ppb (in argon, nitrogen and other inert gas) 

N2 and CO 200 ppb (in argon) 

CO2 30 ppb 

Ar 30 ppb (in nitrogen, helium and neon) 
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2.4 CAVITY RING-DOWN SPECTROSCOPY 

2.4.1 Introduction 

 Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) is a highly sensitive laser absorption 

technique used to measure concentrations of light absorbing species in gas.  The cavity 

refers to the space between two mirrors facing each other.  A brief pulse of laser light is 

injected into the cavity, and it bounces back and forth between the mirrors.  Some small 

amount (typically around 0.1% or less) of the laser light leaks out of the cavity and can be 

measured each time light hits one of the mirrors.  Since some light is lost on each 

reflection, the amount of light hitting the mirror is slightly less each time.  Since a 

percentage leaks through, the amount of light measured also decreases with each 

reflection.  If something that absorbs light is placed in the cavity, the light will undergo 

fewer detections before it is all gone.  CRDS essentially measures how long it takes for 

the light to drop to a certain percentage of its original amount, and this ring down time 

can be converted to a concentration. [38].   

This technique has gained importance in recent years mainly because of its 

extremely high sensitivity, ease of operation because no vacuum system is required and it 

differs from mass spectrometer as it does not measure the mass to charge ratio of species.   

 

2.4.2 Principle of Operation 

Based on absorption spectroscopy, a Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscope works by 

attuning light rays to the unique molecular fingerprint of the sample species.  By 

measuring the time it takes the light to fade or “ring down”, an accurate molecular count 
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in milliseconds is obtained.  The time of light decay provides an exact, non-invasive, and 

rapid means to detect the concentration of the species or contaminants in the gases.  

Figure 2.12 shows the schematic of CRDS.  The key components illustrated are as 

follows [39].  

 

Figure 2.12 CRDS schematic. 

1) Diode Laser: Emits light energy. 

2) Isolator: Prevents light energy feedback from interfering with the laser. 

3) Acousto-Optical Modulator: Shuttering device for the light source.  

4) Absorption Cell: With mirror, creates measurement cavity. 

5) Photodiode: Monitors the light energy from the absorption cell  

6) Trigger: Works in concert with the photodiode and sends a signal to the Acousto-

Optical Modulator to activate the ring-down cycle.  

The following steps give a brief description on how the CRDS works:  
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1. A Continuous Wave (CW) diode laser emits a directed beam of light energy 

through an ultra-high reflective mirror into the absorption cell (cavity) as shown 

in Figure 2.13. 

2. The light reflects back and forth between two ultra-high reflective mirrors 

multiple times, up to a total path length of 100 kilometers.  

3. Once the photodiode detector “sees” a preset level of light energy, the light source 

is shuttered or diverted from the cavity.  

4. On each successive pass, a small amount of light or ring down signal emits 

through the second mirror and is sensed by the light detector. 

5. Once the light “rings down”, the detector achieves a point of zero light energy in 

milliseconds, and the measurement is complete.   

 

 

Figure 2.13 CRDS absorption cell [15]. 

 

Figure 2.14 shows that the CRDS process is single exponential decay with a time 

constant of nearly 300 micro seconds.  The light actually travels ~90 km in a 1.3 meter 

cavity during that time.  A typical cavity has a 25-30 km pathlength.  This is a dramatic 
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increase over standard spectroscopy.  A new measurement is taken every 2 milliseconds.  

The extremely close fit of the data points indicate extremely accurate measurement. 

 

     

                 Figure 2.14 CRDS process as single exponential decay with a time. 

 

2.4.3 Principle of CRDS 

The computer-controlled system tunes the laser off the absorption peak for the 

sample species to determine the Tau empty value, equivalent to a zero baseline 

correction.  This is the First Measurement: 

First Measurement:  

)1( Rc

d
empty −

=τ                                                                               …2.5 
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The only variable in this formula for Tau empty is the mirror reflectivity which 

changes slowly if at all. 

The computer-controlled system tunes back to the absorption peak to determine 

the tau value, dependant on the sample species concentration.  This is the Second 

Measurement. 

Second Measurement: 

))(1(
)(

NdRc

d

νσ
ντ

+−
=                                                           …2.6 

The Tau reading (above equation) at the peak includes the new term, the 

absorption cross section of the molecule, which is established in the literature. 

The concentration of the sample species is directly calculated using the following 

equation. 

Concentration:  
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Based on Beer’s law, this value of concentration constitutes an absolute measurement and 

is unaffected by losses outside the ring-down cavity. 

 

2.4.4 Water Spectrum  

The CRDS in the lab was dedicated to measure only the concentration of 

moisture.  The model of CRDS used for the study was MTO-1000 H2O by Tiger Optics. 
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Figure 2.15 is a 1 ppm water absorption spectrum in N2.  It is like a fingerprint of 

a water molecule, very specific with a baseline and peaks.  No other molecule absorbs in 

this spectrum, only water.  Peaks indicate the presence of water, the baseline with no 

water absorption is Tau empty.  The large peak shown just above 1392.5 will allow 

measurement in the 200 ppt to 5 ppm region.  The laser is chosen for its sensitivity at the 

point where the water absorption peaks are located.  The instrument measures Tau at 

empty and Tau at peak.  The difference is the amount of moisture, no matter where the 

moisture comes from, peaks will be shown and detected.  No water means no peaks. 

The value of Tau empty is unique to each laser.  Tau empty is factory established 

and stored.  It can be recalibrated by the user, and is good practice to do so at regular 

intervals.  Recalibration should be done when the gas is dry and takes about two (2) 

minutes to complete. 

      

Figure 2.15 Water spectrum 1391-1393 nm. 
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2.4.5 Specificity  

Each species has its own specific absorption peak and at certain value of laser 

temperature the peak value is highest.  Figure 2.16 shows that the targeted water peaks 

are widely separated, and specific from the methane peaks (also from the smaller CO2 

peak to the right) [40].   

 

                                               Figure 2.16 Specificity of peaks. 

 

2.4.6 Laser Temperature 

The laser temperature is a critical parameter of CRDS which has to be tuned to 

right value to get the correct measurement of concentration.  Typically, laser temperature 
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is stable over a long period of time, but it was observed in our system that laser 

temperature deteriorated with time.  So after every several months, the CRDS had to be 

tuned to the correct laser temperature.  The following outlines the steps to tune up the 

laser. 

1. Setup permeation/dilution systems to provide 1 - 2 ppm H2O.  

2. Place the analyzer in SERVICE mode. 

3. Press the Settings button to open the Settings window.  

4. Select the Manual Settings tab.  

5. Open the inlet that the calibrated gas is connected to, on the inlet select.  

6. Set the MFC to an appropriate rate for a dilution system.  The best set point would 

be 1 slpm.  

7. Close the Settings window.  

8. Press the TUNE button to open the Tune settings window.  

9. Select the "Scan and Tau Empty" option.  

10. Enter 0 as the Starting temperature.  

11. Enter 40 as the ending temperature.  

12. Enter 0.05 as the step temperature.  

13. Select OK. 

Figure 2.17 shows the tuning of laser temperature done for moisture.  The peak is 

at 10.74 0C.  It can be observed from the Figure that slight variation in temperature can 

give different readings of moisture concentration.  Therefore, this is one parameter which 

should be monitored constantly over a period of time. 
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             Figure 2.17 Calibration of laser temperature to calculate maximum moisture      

                                 absorption. 

 

2.4.7 Flow System 

CRDS has the capability to monitor more than one sample gas at any time.  It has 

a multi-inlet flow system as shown in Figure 2.18.  This design increases the usefulness 

of CRDS and makes it unique as compared to mass spectrometers as mass spectrometers 

usually have one inlet. 
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    Figure 2.18 Flow system – three manifold unit. 

 

2.4.8 Modes of Operation 

The MTO-1000 has several modes of operation. Each mode has a specific 

purpose [41].  
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2.4.8.1 Measure Mode 

When the MEASURE mode is selected, the analyzer will indicate the moisture 

concentration of the gases being sampled by collecting and processing ring-down data 

sequentially in accordance with the Inlet Cycle instructions. 

Beginning with the first inlet (gas) to be measured, the appropriate internal valves 

open and the MFC setpoint is automatically adjusted as configured.  The analyzer then 

waits for the specified delay time while the absorption cell is purged of the previously 

sampled gas.  Once the delay time has elapsed, the system will monitor ring-downs from 

the cavity and convert them to moisture concentration for the length of the Sample Time.  

When the Sample Time has elapsed, the unit will automatically switch to the next 

configured Inlet Cycle.  Once the last Inlet Cycle of the sequence is completed, the 

system will return to the first Inlet Cycle and repeat the process. 

 

2.4.8.2 Service Mode 

The SERVICE mode is used to put the unit in standby to perform maintenance, or 

to make manual adjustments such as cell flow rate, time for sampling, length of recording 

the data, wavelength of the peak of interest of the contaminants.  While in SERVICE 

mode, no automated cycling or measurements are taking place. 

 

2.4.8.3 Tune Mode 

The TUNE mode is used to determine the off-peak ring-down time of the system.  

This base line is used in calculating the final concentration. Two types of TUNE cycles 
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can be run. The first is a ‘Just Tau, empty’ measurement.  The laser will be set to a 

wavelength away from the absorption peak and several ring-downs measured to provide a 

Tau, empty measurement.  The second, ‘Scan & Tau, empty’, allows the laser to be 

scanned throughout a region for diagnostic purposes. 

 

2.4.9 Advantages of CRDS 

There are two main advantages of CRDS over other absorption methods: 

1) CRDS is not affected by the fluctuations in the laser.  This is because it measures 

the amount of time it takes to ring down, thus is independent of brightness of the 

laser.  This is unlike other absorption methods which require the light to be stable 

between measurements and any change in it will introduce errors.  

2) The light travels back and forth between the mirrors and increases the path length 

hence it enhances the sensitivity of measurements.  So even a small amount of 

species present can be detected.  

Other advantages of CRDS include: 

3) Speed of response: 95% response is observed in less than 4 minutes of input 

signal. 

4) Accuracy: CRDS is accurate within 4% of reading. 

5) Specificity: Each species has its own specific peak. The laser can be tuned for that 

specific peak. 

6) No ambient effect: CRDS only calculates the concentration of contaminant in the 

gas that enters the cavity. 
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7) Sensitivity: CRDS has the sensitivity of 100 ppt. 

8) Wide dynamic range: CRDS can monitor contaminant concentrations in a wide 

dynamic range.  The MTO-1000 in our lab can measure from 0 to 5000 ppb of 

moisture. 

9) Ease of use: CRDS uses Windows XP based software, hence it can be learnt in 

very short duration. 

10)  Multi channel: One unit can monitor the contaminant concentration in more than 

one sample gas. 

11)  Low maintenance: The CRDS unit has a simple design, no consumables and is 

easy to maintain, thereby making it more robust in design. It only needs to be 

infrequently calibrated. 

 

2.4.10 Disadvantages of CRDS 

1) CRDS mirrors often work only over a narrow wavelength range. 

2) Analytes are limited both by the availability of tunable laser light at the 

appropriate wavelength and also the availability of high reflectance mirrors at 

those wavelengths.  

3) Expense: the requirement for laser systems and high reflectivity mirrors often 

makes CRDS orders of magnitude more expensive. 
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2.5 FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED SPECRTOSCOPY 

2.5.1 Introduction 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is a powerful technique to 

characterize chemical and molecular structures.  It can be used to study gases, liquids and 

solids.  The term Fourier Transform is used because in this technique interferogram is 

converted to an absorption spectrum using a method of mathematical operation, Fourier 

transform.  In infrared spectroscopy, IR radiation is passed through the specimen to be 

studied.  Some of the radiation is absorbed while some is transmitted.  When infrared 

radiation interacts with matter it can be absorbed, causing the chemical bonds in the 

material to vibrate.  The presence of chemical bonds in a material is a necessary condition 

for infrared absorbance to occur [42].  This produces a molecular spectrum of the sample 

which is unique for the sample also called the molecular fingerprint [43].  Chemical 

structural fragments within molecules, known as functional groups, tend to absorb 

infrared radiations in the same wave number range regardless of the structure of the rest 

of the molecule that the functional group is in.  This means there is a correlation between 

the wave numbers at which a molecule absorbs infrared radiation and its structure.  This 

correlation allows the structure of unknown molecules to be identified from the 

molecule’s infrared spectrum.  This is what makes infrared spectroscopy a useful 

chemical analysis tool.  It can be used to identify unknown compounds, for qualitative 

and quantitative study, as well as dynamical study.   

A plot of measured infrared radiation intensity versus wavenumber is known as an 

infrared spectrum.  Infrared spectra can provide quantitative information as well, such as 
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the concentration of a molecule in a sample [44].  In this research FTIR was used as an 

instrument to monitor the change in concentration of moisture or IPA adsorbed by 

nanoparticles.  The basis of quantitative analysis in FTIR is Beer’s law, which relates 

concentration to absorbance, and has the following form: 

 clA ε=                                                                                    …2.8 

The absorbance is measured as a peak height, peak height ratio, peak area, or peak 

area ratio from the FTIR spectrum.  The absorptivity is the proportionality constant 

between concentration and absorbance.  It changes from molecule to molecule, and from 

wavenumber to wavenumber for a given molecule.  However, for a given molecule and 

wavenumber, the absorptivity is a fundamental physical property of the molecule. 

There are three main regions of infrared: far IR region, between 400-10 cm-1, mid 

IR region, between 4000-400 cm-1 and near IR region, between 13000-4000 cm-1.  In this 

research the mid IR region has been used for study.  Far IR is rarely used for structural 

elucidation but contains useful information on the vibration of heavy atoms (especially 

for inorganic compounds) and/or weak bonds such as hydrogen bonds, while near IR 

spectroscopy is mainly used for process control applications.   

Perkin Elmer 1720X and Nicolet 6700 series FTIR instruments were used for this 

research.  

 

2.5.2 Molecular Vibration and Infrared Absorption 

Infrared spectra result from transitions between quantized vibrational states.  

Molecules with N atoms have 3N degrees of freedom, three of which represent 
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translational motion in mutually perpendicular directions and three represent rotational 

motion about the x, y, and z axis.  The remaining 3N-6 degrees of freedom give number 

of ways that the atoms in a nonlinear molecule can vibrate (i.e., the number of vibrational 

modes).  The atoms in the molecule vibrate at a particular frequency, only that vibration 

which has a similar frequency to the IR radiation absorbs the radiation, and only those 

vibrations which produce a net change in dipole moment are visible in IR and those 

which give polarizability changes are observed in Raman spectroscopy.  

  Often times, the total number of observed absorption bands in an IR spectrum is 

different from the total number of fundamental vibrations.  This is because some 

vibrations are not IR active or a particular frequency can result in more than one mode of 

motion.  Also additional bands are observed due to combination of fundamental 

frequencies or overtones, all of which results in a unique IR spectrum for a particular 

molecule [43].  

 There are two main types of molecular vibrations stretching and bending.  Figure 

2.19 shows different kinds of motion or vibrations.  These vibrations are asymmetrical or 

symmetrical stretching, in-plane bending or scissoring, out-of-plane bending or wagging, 

out-of-plane bending or twisting and in-plane bending or rocking.  Not all molecules will 

display all of these vibrations, depending on the types of bonds in molecules, different 

vibrations are observed. 
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Figure 2.19 Major vibrational modes for a nonlinear group, CH2 (+ indicates motion     

                    from the plane of page toward reader) [43]. 

 

2.5.3 The Key Components of FTIR 

An infrared spectrometer is an instrument used to obtain an infrared spectrum.  

There are several kinds of instruments used to obtain infrared spectra, but a majority of 
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them are Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) instruments.  The first commercial FTIR was 

available in the late 1960s. 

Figure 2.20 schematically shows the components of an FTIR by Thermo Fisher®.  

The mechanism of the instrument is housed in two principal components: the optical 

bench and the computer.  The optical bench measures the intensity of a specially encoded 

infrared beam after it has been passed through a sample.  The resulting signal, called an 

“interferogram”, contains information about all frequencies present in the beam.  The 

computer reads the intensity information and uses a Fourier transformation algorithm to 

decode the intensity information for each frequency and presents the spectrum.   

The optical bench includes the IR source, interferometer, detector, sample cell or 

holder, and laser source.  The IR source emits infrared radiation across the frequencies of 

interest.  The infrared beam leaves the source and is deflected off a mirror.  The mirror 

directs the beam into the interferometer where the spectral encoding takes place.  The 

infrared beam exits the interferometer and is deflected by a couple of mirrors before it 

reaches the detector.  The detector produces an electrical signal in response to the 

encoded radiation striking it.  An interferogram is generated by recording the amount of 

radiation reaching the detector over time.  This interferogram is called a “background 

interferogram” because it shows the energy passing through the components of the 

optical bench.  The sample is placed in a cell or sample holder in the path of the encoded 

infrared beam.  The frequencies of infrared radiation that are absorbed and the strength of 

the absorptions are determined by the sample’s chemical makeup.  When a sample 

absorbs some of the radiation, the amount reaching the detector is reduced.  This reduces 
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the intensity of the interferogram, which shows the amount of infrared radiation reaching 

the detector over time.   

The laser produces a single frequency of red light that follows the same path as 

the infrared radiation, and calibrates the instrument internally.  The information contained 

in the background and sample interferogram is transmitted to the computer, where further 

processing takes place to produce the spectrum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.20 Schematic of components of an FTIR spectrometer. 
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element that may be made up of a coil of nichrome wire or a small ceramic piece, which 

reaches temperatures from 1100 to 1400 K.  The other type is a water cooled source, 

otherwise known as a globar, which consists of a rod of silicon carbide which is 

resistively heated like the air cooled source.  Water cooled sources are cooled with 

running water to keep them from overheating.  Globars operate at temperatures above 

than 1400 K, so they have the advantage of giving off more infrared radiation than air 

cooled sources. The disadvantage of globars is the need for cooling water.  The 

advantages of air cooled sources are that they are inexpensive, and are convenient since 

they require no special cooling. 

In the Nicolet 6700 a glowing ceramic is used to emit infrared energy.  This beam 

of energy is passed through an aperture also called a Jacquinot stop, which controls the 

amount of the energy reaching the sample and in turn the detector.  Energy intensity can 

also be decreased by putting a screen before the detector in the path of beam.  Standard 

screens are available for this purpose.  

 

2.5.3.2 The Interferometer 

The beam, after passing through the Jacquinot stop enters the interferometer 

region where it gets split at the beamsplitter generating an optical path difference 

between the beams.  These beams are again recombined to produce repetitive interference 

signals measured as a function of optical path difference.  

 A Fourier transform spectrometer is a Michelson interferometer with a movable 

mirror.  It is comprised of three main parts: a moving mirror, a fixed mirror and a 
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beamsplitter as shown in Figure 2.21.  The two mirrors are located at a right angle to each 

other and oriented perpendicularly.  The beamsplitter is placed at the vertex of the right 

angle and oriented at a 45 degree angle relative to the two mirrors.  The beamsplitter is a 

semi reflecting device that allows part of the IR beam to pass through while reflecting the 

other part. A typical beamsplitter is made of KBr.  The KBr beamsplitter is reasonably 

hard, and can be manufactured to the tolerances needed for a good beamsplitter.  The 

only drawback to KBr is that it is hygroscopic, meaning it will absorb water from the 

atmosphere.  That is why it is essential that all FTIR spectrometer benches be purged 

with dry nitrogen to maintain a low relative humidity, or be sealed and dedicated to keep 

moisture out altogether.   

The IR beam from the source first hits the beamsplitter, where it is divided into 

two beams; each of the beam propagates down one of the two arms and is reflected off 

one of the two mirrors.  The beams, after reflecting from the two mirrors, are recombined 

again at the beamsplitter.  When the position of the movable mirror is continuously 

varied along the axis of the corresponding arm, an interference pattern is swept out as the 

two phase-shifted beams interfere with each other.  If two paths are the same or different 

by an integral number of wavelengths for a given frequency they add up together 

resulting in constructive interference otherwise it results in destructive interference.  

Figure 2.22 shows a typical interferogram pattern.  The intensity of radiation reaching the 

detector varies is a sinusoidal manner.  The resulting interferogram then exit the 

interferometer.   
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Figure 2.21 Simplified optical layout of a typical FTIR spectrometer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Figure 2.22 Typical interferogram. 
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2.5.3.3 The Sample Compartment 

The beam after exiting interferometer enters the sample compartment area where 

it interacts with the sample.  There are two distinct types of FTIR sample compartments.  

The first type of FTIRs had sample compartments with holes in the side to let the infrared 

beam in and out.  This maximized the amount of infrared energy that made it to the 

sample, and to the detector.  These compartments give excellent signal-to noise ratios, but 

require a purge gas such as nitrogen to keep the KBr beamsplitter from fogging, and to 

prevent intense CO2 and H2O peaks from appearing in spectra.  The second type of 

sample compartments are sealed, desiccated compartments.  The infrared transparent 

windows, usually made of BaF2, CaF2 or KBr are installed over the holes in the sample 

compartment.  The major advantage of this is that it creates isolation and no water vapor 

can reach the hygroscopic KBr beamsplitter, and the dependency on purging with 

nitrogen decreases.  But the associated disadvantage is that the windows partially block 

the infrared beam.   

    In the Nicolet 6700 FTIR that was used in this study, the sample compartment 

was of the second type, but it was kept under purge with ultra high pure nitrogen to 

minimize moisture levels in the background since moisture was one of the contaminants 

that was studied. 

  The beam entering sample compartment is either transmitted through the sample 

or is reflected off the surface of sample, depending on the type analysis being performed.  

Only those vibrations which are characteristic of the sample absorb IR radiation and the 
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amplitude of the sinusoidal wave is reduced by the amount proportional to the amount of 

sample in the beam.   

 

2.5.3.4 The Detector 

The beam after passing through the sample is finally directed towards the detector 

where measurement is done.  The infrared detector element acts as a transducer, tuning 

infrared intensity into an electrical signal.  Three different detectors were used in this 

research; deuterated triglycine sulfate (DTGS), mercury cadmium telluride (MCT), and 

indium antimony (InSb).  The DTGS detector is a room temperature pyroelectric detector 

that delivers rapid responses because it measures the changes in temperature rather than 

the value of temperature.  The MCT and InSb detectors are liquid nitrogen cooled photon 

detectors that depend on the quantum radiation and also exhibit fast response.  The MCT 

detectors are up to 10 times more sensitive than the DTGS detectors.  The InSb detector 

is far more sensitive than MCT ones.  Due to the highly sensitive nature, InSb and MCT 

detectors are expensive and saturate easily.  

 

2.5.3.5 The Computer and Software 

OMNIC software was used for data interpretation and analysis of transmission or 

absorption spectra over the entire range of wave numbers.  The computer software 

converts the signal to absorption intensity vs. wave number using Fourier Transforms.  

The generated infrared spectrum is then used for calculations and interpretation.  Figure 

2.23 shows a typical absorption and transmission infrared spectrum. 
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2.5.4 FTIR Advantages 

FTIR has several advantages over other dispersive spectrometers:  

1. Better speed and sensitivity:  FTIR measurements are done at a faster rate because 

the method generates a spectrum over the entire range of frequencies at the same 

time.  This advantage is called the Felgett advantage.  More sensitive detectors 

like InSb can be used to further increase the sensitivity. 

2. Increased optical throughput:  By changing the size of the aperture, the amount of 

energy passing to the interferometer can be controlled.  This is called the 

Jacquinot advantage.   

3. Simple Mechanical Design:  FTIR has a simple design.  Movable mirror is the 

only one moving part, resulting in less wear and better reliability.  

4. Internally Calibrated:  FTIR has an internal helium neon laser which is used to 

calibrate the FTIR systems.  This avoids any external calibrations.  This is called 

Connes advantage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               Figure 2.23 Typical Infrared spectrum. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

To explore the mechanism and kinetics of interaction between contaminant 

particles and solid surfaces, it is essential to perform a systematic series of experiments.  

These experiments will be used to determine the loading capabilities of the surfaces and 

the adsorption and desorption rates of the contaminants from these surfaces.  In addition, 

the effect of operating conditions, such as temperature, flow rate and purge gas purity are 

helpful in actual application in industry. 

The experimental design and setups are discussed by following two methods: 

a) Gas phase study using mass spectrometers. 

b) In-situ characterization using FTIR. 

The experimental setup is used to generate accurate, reliable and repeatable 

adsorption and desorption data.  The data is used in addition to a process model to 

determine the fundamental kinetic and process parameters. 

The clean test section was first exposed to an impurity-laden gas in a controlled 

fashion as described below.  The impurity concentration was monitored in real time using 

different analytical tools depending on the concentration range of impurity.  The amount 

of contaminant adsorbed and desorbed can be obtained by calculating the area above the 

adsorption curve and below the desorption curve respectively.  
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3.2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR THE MASS SPECTROMETER 

3.2.1 Experimental Setup  

The experimental setup to study the interaction of contaminants with solid 

surfaces is shown in Figure 3.1.  It consists of three parts: the gas mixing system, the 

reactor, and the analyzers.  Following sections discuss these parts in detail: 

a) Gas Mixing System 

 The purge gas and the challenge gas are delivered to the reactor using a well-

controlled gas mixing system.  Moisture is the adsorbate in these experiments and ultra 

high pure nitrogen is a carrier and diluent.  Dead volumes are minimized by continuously 

maintaining gas flow through the entire system.  All transport lines are kept heated to 

minimize moisture retention and the memory effect.   

 Heated and point-of-use Saes Getter purifiers were used to obtain ultra high pure 

nitrogen.  The contaminant (moisture or IPA) was generated by three different devices 

(two different types of permeation tubes, and a glass bubbler) as shown in Figures 3.2 

and 3.3.  These devices provide stable concentrations of a contaminant, can be operated 

at room temperature and have a long life of more than 1-2 years depending on usage [45].  
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  Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 
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            Figure 3.2 G-cal Permeation tube. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Bubbler and Kintek Permeation tube. 
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The permeation rate for G-cal and Kintek were certified using NIST standards.  

Figure 3.4 shows the temperature sensitivity of permeation tubes. The permeation rate for 

specific application was calculated by following formulae: 

                                 

where, C is the desired concentration in ppm, F is the carrier gas flow rate in ml/min, and 

K is the molar constant.  K is equal to 0.407 for isopropanol and 1.358 for water. 

             

                             Figure 3.4 Temperature sensitivity of permeation tube. 

 

b) Reactor 

In order to investigate adsorption and desorption of moisture and/or IPA on solid 

surfaces, the 300 mm wafers were diced into 2 cm by 1 cm coupons.  These coupons 

were held in place by nickel coated stainless steel springs.  These springs were then 
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randomly packed in a tubular Pyrex glass reactor.  Figure 3.5 shows the picture of one 

such reactor.   

This arrangement provides complete mixing of gases, thus the reactor could be 

treated as continuous stirred tank reactor or simply a differential reactor.  In order to 

increase the contribution from the wafer to the overall adsorption/desorption process, a 

high wafer to Pyrex glass surface area ratio is maintained.  The total sample surface area 

was 648 cm2, which is 70% of the total surface area (area of Pyrex glass + area of wafer 

surface).  The reactor was made of Pyrex because its properties closely resemble the 

properties of silicon oxide.  And therefore, the outgassing characteristics of Pyrex can be 

assumed to be similar to the silicon oxide that has been extensively studied by this group.  

The tubing used to make the setup were all 1/8” EPSS (electro polished stainless 

steel) 316 L, and were kept heated to reduce the adsorption of contaminants on walls.  

The differential reactor is kept at a controlled temperature using a programmable furnace. 

             

Figure 3.5 Experimental reactor. 
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The ends of the reactor were sealed with Chemglass® graded-glass seals which 

connect the Pyrex reactor to Swagelok® VCR metal fittings.  One drawback of using the 

Pyrex reactor was that moisture from the ambient could permeate through the reactor 

wall at a temperature higher than 300 oC as shown by previous studies done by Verghese 

[46].  In this research, in order to figure out the highest temperature at which the moisture 

permeation through the wall of Pyrex reactor is negligible, the following experiment was 

designed.   

An empty Pyrex reactor was put in the position of the reactor.  The reactor was 

purged with UHP N2 and heated with temperatures ramped-up in the following sequence: 

30, 100, 200, 250, and 290 ºC (for ppb level tests with CRDS or APIMS) or 380 ºC (for 

high ppm level tests with EIMS).  Each time the temperature was increased, it was 

maintained until there was no change of moisture signal (typically this process was more 

than 36 hours). The moisture reading was simultaneously recorded.  Figure 3.6 shows the 

moisture reading against temperature on APIMS.  This result proves that the moisture 

permeation from the ambient at a temperature less than 290 ºC is negligible, whereas, 

when the temperature is higher than 300 ºC, the moisture permeation from the ambient is 

significant.  Therefore, with APIMS or CRDS measurement, the temperature range 

studied was from 30 o C to 290 ºC whereas for EIMS measurement, the moisture 

permeation through the reactor wall is not significant at 380 ºC.   
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      Figure 3.6 Permeation of moisture through Pyrex reactor at different temperatures. 

 

c) Analyzers 

Three different analytical tools are used to monitor moisture concentration: a) An 

Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometer (APIMS) system which can detect 
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(CRDS) with ability to detect moisture with a sensitivity of 100 ppt in operating range of 

0 to 5000 parts per billion (ppb); and c) An Electron Impact Mass Spectrometer (EIMS) 

has the ability to detect impurities with ppb level to percentage level.  Depending on the 

moisture concentration range, one or multiple of these analyzers are used for real time 

monitoring of the adsorption and desorption process.   
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3.3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR FTIR 

3.3.1 Experimental Setup  

The experimental setup for FTIR was designed in-house with great attention to all 

details regarding fluid dynamics.  The setup shown in Figure 3.7 was unique, and was 

able to do characterization in real time and in-situ.  The experimental setup consists of 

three sections: the impurity generating and gas mixing section, the sample cell, and the 

analyzer (FTIR).  UHP N2 is used as the carrier and diluent gas.  The gas mixing system 

delivers purge and challenge gases to the reactor in a well-controlled fashion.  The 

stagnant zones in the system were minimized.  

To increase the sensitivity, the sample cell is designed in such a way that several 

sample coupons (1 inch × 1 inch) can be placed parallel in the path of the IR beam to 

make sure there is enough signal response.  The novel design of the cell allows well-

controlled challenging and purging of the samples. The surrounding medium is 

completely isolated from the sample cell in such a way that the samples will only be 

contacted with either challenging or purging gas.  A transmission mode has been used in 

this study.  Two different detectors based on the sensitivity and the wavelength regions of 

interest were purchased to further enhance the sensitivity of absorbance.  First is the 

Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector, and second is the Indium Antimony (In Sb) 

detector.  
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         Figure 3.7 Schematic of FTIR experimental setup.  
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Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the actual pictures of the cell as placed in the FTIR. The 

schematic of the cell is shown in Figure 3.10. 

      

Figure 3.8 FTIR cell (side view). 

      

Figure 3.9 FTIR cell (top view). 
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Figure 3.10 Schematic of the FTIR cell 
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can be neglected under 8 slpm of the purging flow rate.  The minimum flowrate required 

for good purge efficiency is around 3 slpm. 

The inset to Figure 3.11 shows the time required to purge the remaining moisture 

laden gas from the cell.  The slow process towards such a small concentration level could 

be because of desorption of moisture from the walls and the windows of the cell. 

A similar experiment was done to see the purge efficiency for IPA.  From the 

results, it was concluded that the moisture purge efficiency is slightly less than IPA 

because the desorption rate of moisture on the cell wall and IR windows is slower than 

that of IPA.   

 This set-up allows studying the dynamics of impurity outgassing but not 

adsorption since, during the adsorption process, the impurity concentration in the gas 

phase typically dominates the overall adsorption, while during the cleaning or purging 

process, there is no impurity accumulation in the gas phase and only the impurity on the 

solid surface is measured; the results could be used to extract fundamental physical 

parameters such as adsorption and desorption rate constants.  The cell can be used to 

study a wide range of concentrations using the gas mixing setup as well as a wide range 

of temperatures ranging from room temperature to 100 oC. 
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         Figure 3.11 Purge efficiency of FTIR cell (moisture). 
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cycle during which the moisture or IPA gets adsorbed on the surface of solid or 

nanoparticles. 

(3) Isothermal desorption: This process follows the isothermal adsorption.  In this, 

contaminant introduction is halted and surface or nanoparticles are purged with 

UHP nitrogen.  The process is long enough so that the contaminant concentration 

in the outlet gas to the analyzer reaches the background level.   

(4) Bake cycle:  The reactor containing the solid surface or the cell containing 

nanoparticles is then baked and purged to remove all the residual contaminants 

from the surface.  This is done to bring the sample to the same starting point 

before starting the next experiment.   

Figure 3.12 shows the schematic of the experimental procedure.  The moisture 

loading, or the number of molecules adsorbed on the surface can be calculated by 

calculating the area above the adsorption curve.  The area below the desorption curve 

gives the number of molecules that desorb from the surface.  To get the same starting 

point, and hold the mass balance, the area above the  adsorption curve should be equal to 

area below the desorption curve.  Figure 3.13 shows the profile of moisture as monitored 

by mass spectrometer.     
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    Figure 3.12 Schematic of experimental procedure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Figure 3.13 A typical temporal outlet-gas impurity concentration profile as    

                                        measured by mass spectrometer. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MECHANISM AND KINETICS OF NON-EQUILIBRIUM AND MULTI-LAYER 

ADSORPTION AND DESORPTION OF GASES ON SOLIDS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The applications of this PhD research work are numerous.  This chapter discusses 

the adsorption and desorption of contaminants in gaseous phase on solid surfaces. 

The fundamentals of gas adsorption on solid surfaces have been studied 

extensively [18, 50-57].  Various models have been developed and used for analysis of 

experimental data and understanding of the mechanism of adsorption and desorption 

processes [17, 18, 54-60].  Most of these models have focused on development of the 

isotherm and isobar equations, which are two representations of gas-solid equilibrium.  

One of the earliest and most widely used models is Langmuir model that is based on the 

assumption of a monolayer capture of adsorbate by surface active sites.  This model leads 

to the classical Langmuir or Type 1 isotherm [61].  Other models have also been 

developed (for example, Temkin, Freundlich) to predict other types of isotherms and 

allow multi-layer adsorption.  Perhaps the most widely-used model is the famous BET 

model that extends the predictions to the multi-layer physisorption and is useful in 

finding the total area of porous solids [62]. 

Generally, two approaches can be used in developing the adsorption-desorption 

models: deterministic approach and stochastic approach [63].  In the deterministic 

models, which are more common, the adsorption and desorption steps are represented as 

reactions and their rates are given by typical reaction rate equations; the rate expressions 
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consist of a temperature-dependent rate coefficient and a concentration dependent 

function.  In the stochastic models, the processes of adsorption and desorption are 

represented by a set of discrete events; each event is a molecular rearrangement between 

the gas and the surface or among the adsorbed molecules on the surface [50, 63-66].  

Each approach has advantages and drawbacks.  Deterministic models describe a system 

whose time evolution can be predicted exactly by a set of reaction rate equations.  

Stochastic models are governed only by a single differential difference equation and the 

adsorption-desorption phenomena are considered as stochastic process defined over a 

time domain.  In general, the deterministic approach is more suitable for applications 

dealing with the overall process and average properties, while the stochastic approach is 

better suited for fundamental studies on a molecular level and analysis of molecular 

arrangement on the surface and active sites. 

While the focus of most of the experimental and theoretical work on adsorption 

and desorption has been on the equilibrium state, relatively little is done to characterize 

the dynamics or the mechanism of non-equilibrium adsorption and desorption processes.  

Understanding the kinetics of these processes is very important in many new advanced 

surface preparation, deposition, heterogeneous reactions studies where the typical 

assumption of Langmuir-Hinshelwood (equilibrium of adsorption/desorption relative to 

surface reactions) does not hold.   

In the previous work in our group, Verghese developed a model which was used 

to study the mechanism of surface interactions between moisture and IPA (isopropanol) 

on silicon oxide surface [67].  The model assumed a linear dependence of desorption rate 
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on total hydroxyl radical concentration (including those covered by upper layers); this 

limited the accuracy of the model to low coverage.  Raghu et al. did multilayer modeling 

for adsorption of moisture and organic contaminants on HfO2, ZrO2, and SiO2 gate 

dielectrics but they have a limitation that no differentiation was made between molecular 

water in the second and higher layer [8, 55, 56].  Yim studied the surface contamination 

of dielectric oxides and modified Verghese’s model; his model was limited to low 

adsorbate concentration, low adsorption loading and few layers beyond which 

mathematical complexities increases [68]. 

The purpose of this work has been to formulate a multilayer model which could 

provide detailed information on the kinetics of adsorption and desorption and not just the 

end equilibrium.  The model combines the molecular advantages of a stochastic approach 

and the capability of deterministic approach in providing rate and kinetic information.  

This is useful in practical applications for process and system design as well as data 

analysis.  The model is expected to allow multi-layer adsorption and be general enough to 

predict not only various isotherms but also provide details of the dynamics of approach to 

equilibrium.  While the concept is general, the goal has also been to validate and apply 

the model to the adsorption of moisture on oxides, which are important in a number of 

applications including semiconductor processing. 
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4.2 EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 

4.2.1 Experimental Setup and Test Samples 

The experimental setup, shown in Figure 4.1, consists of three parts: the gas 

mixing system, the reactor, and the analyzers.  The purge gas and the challenge gas are 

delivered to the reactor using a well-controlled mixing system.  Moisture is the adsorbate 

in these experiments and ultra high pure nitrogen is a carrier and diluent.  Dead volumes 

are minimized by continuously maintaining gas flow through the entire system.  All 

transport lines are kept heated to minimize moisture retention and memory effect.  The 

differential reactor is kept at a controlled temperature using a programmable furnace.  

The reactor contains randomly packed, 2 cm by 1 cm diced coupons of the solid 

substrate, held in place by nickel coated stainless steel springs.  Wafer samples for this 

study are 8 inch p-type, 10–80 Ω cm, Czochralski grown double-side polished, (100) 

oriented silicon wafers having 50 Å thick ZrO2 and HfO2 film deposited by ALCVD 

process.  The reactor wall area is small compared to the substrate surface area; therefore, 

the adsorption on the reactor wall is negligible. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 
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Three different analytical tools are used to monitor moisture concentration: a) 

Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometer (APIMS) system which can detect 

impurities down to parts per trillion (ppt) level; b) Cavity Ring Down Spectrometer 

(CRDS) with ability to detect moisture with a sensitivity of 100 ppt in operating range of 

0 to 5000 parts per billion (ppb); and c) Electron Impact Mass Spectrometer (EIMS) has 

the ability to detect impurities with ppb level to percentage level.  Depending on the 

moisture concentration range, one or multiple of these analyzers are used for real time 

monitoring of the adsorption and desorption process.   

 

4.2.3 Experimental Procedure 

Before starting an experiment, the substrate in the reactor is baked and purged 

with UHP nitrogen at temperatures up to 3500C.  This is done to make sure that the 

surface of substrate is free of any moisture.  In the adsorption phase, the substrate is 

exposed to a challenge gas (nitrogen with pre-determined levels of moisture) at controlled 

flow rates and temperatures.  Once the moisture concentration in the reactor outlet gas 

reaches the incoming challenge level, the adsorption phase is completed and the reactor is 

switched to purge (desorption).  During the adsorption and desorption phases, the reactor 

is kept at a constant temperature.  However, after an isothermal desorption, temperature is 

ramped up at steps of 500C up to 3500C to desorb residual moisture and complete the 

adsorption and desorption cycle.  Experiments are carried out at different temperatures 

from 300C to 3000C and for moisture concentrations ranging from 56 ppb to 17110 parts 

per million (ppm). 
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4.3 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

In this section, a multilayer adsorption-desorption model is developed to represent 

the kinetics of interactions of gaseous species with solid surfaces.  The distinct features of 

this model are: 

a) It is universally valid for a wide variety of adsorbates and adsorbents and 

for both physisorption and chemisorption. 

b) There is no limitation on the number of adsorbed layers; therefore, the 

model is applicable to wide range of loading.  

c) It replaces the empirical “sticking coefficient” with more fundamental 

kinetic parameters.  

d) The model can simulate the non-equilibrium adsorption and desorption 

processes as well as the properties of equilibrium state (isotherm and isobars). 

e) In addition to the total adsorbed amount (an average quantity), the model 

provides information on the distribution of molecular loading on surface sites 

during both transient and equilibrium states. 

All adsorption reactions proposed in this model are assumed to be reversible.  It is 

further assumed that all unoccupied surface sites are identical.  Adsorption of gaseous 

adsorbate, A (g), on bare layer or unoccupied surface site, X0, is given by: 

A (g) + X0  →−−←   X1                      …(4.1) 

Similarly, the adsorption of A (g) on occupied sites, Xi, is given by: 

A (g) + Xi  →−−←   Xi+1                    …(4.2) 
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where Xi represents sites covered with “i” layers of adsorbate molecules (stack of 

“i” molecules).  The rates of adsorption and desorption in each of the above reaction steps 

follow the standard elementary reaction format where the reaction rate is proportional to 

the concentration of reactants and a temperature-dependent rate coefficient. 

In the model formulation, X0 and Xi symbols are also used to represent the 

number of bare and occupied sites per unit area, respectively.  The site balance equation 

is: 

∑
=

n

i
iX

0

  =  Xt                                         …(4.3) 

where Xt is the total number of sites per unit area, and n is the maximum number 

of layers to be specified in the model application. 

In this model, the processes of adsorption and desorption of molecules are 

quantized into a number of discrete events where a small number of molecules are 

adsorbed on a particular layer Xi or desorbed from it over an infinitesimally short time 

step.  This approach is similar to the finite-difference and finite-element methods in 

numerical calculations that convert the continuous time and time dependant variables into 

a set of discrete step changes.  The adsorption of this quantum number of molecules on a 

particular site is determined using probability concepts.  There is a finite probability that 

the molecules can adsorb on any of the sites.  The probability of adsorption on any site, 

X i depends on two factors: a) site probability, and b) relative attraction ratio compared to 

bare layer.  A probability function for adsorption on bare layer is defined as: 

)(' 0XP   =  
tX

X 0                            …(4.4a) 
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and on the higher layers is defined as: 

)(' iXP   =  a
t

i

X

X θ)(                     …(4.4b) 

where θa is defined as the relative attraction of molecules to the site Xi compared 

to their attraction to the bare site X0.  It is assumed to behave as: 

)exp(
T

Eg
a

∆
αθ                         …(4.5) 

where ∆Eg is the energy factor which depends on the difference between the 

energetics of the higher layers to bare layer (analogous to the constant C in the BET 

model), and T is temperature.  The above functions are then normalized to provide the 

probabilities of adsorption on each type of site, as follows: 

P(X0)  =  
)('

)('

0

0

∑
=

n

i
iXP

XP
  and  P(Xi)  =  

)('

)('

0
∑

=

n

i
i

i

XP

XP
                    …(4.6) 

To determine on which layer the quantum of molecules is adsorbed in a time 

interval of calculation, a randomization process is used based on the above probabilities.  

A random number, alpha, between 0 and 1, is generated in each step and compared with 

the cumulative probabilities as defined by:  

SP0 = P(Xa),  

SP1 = SP0 + P(Xb) 

……         (4.7)     

SPj = SPj-1 + P(Xc) 

… 
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SPn = SPn-1 + P(Xd)                           

where a, b, c …d are any integer numbers from 0 to n, and a ≠ b ≠ c ≠ …d.  The 

location of adsorption will be on Xc when SPj-1 < alpha ≤ SPj.  This process essentially is 

a systematic method for random selection of the location of adsorption of incoming 

molecules, based on the probability parameter, P(Xi), calculated by Equation (4.6).  

A similar discretization approach is used for desorption process.  The total 

number of sites for desorption would be Xf  =  ∑
=

n

i
iX

1

.  The probability of desorption 

from a particular location would depend on the number of those sites and the energy 

associated with desorption from that site.  The bonding to the bare sites (usually 

chemisorption) is generally stronger than to occupied sites (usually physisorption).  

Therefore, desorption from the first layer has a higher activation energy.  Similar to the 

adsorption case, a parameter θd appears in the formulation of the desorption probabilities 

which is the ratio of desorption rate coefficient of higher layers to that of the bare layer.  

Loading refers to the total number of molecules per unit surface area and is 

calculated as follows: 

Loading for layer r: ∑
=

=
n

ri
ir XL , where 1 ≤ r ≤ n.         …(4.8) 

And total loading is Lt = L1 + L2 …Ln                                          …(4.9) 

To validate this model, it has been applied to the adsorption of moisture on two 

high-κ dielectric materials which are very important in semiconductor manufacturing: 

ZrO2 and HfO2 [55-57, 69-73].  Adsorption-desorption data for these two surfaces were 

generated by our research group in the past for different concentrations and temperatures 
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[8, 68].  This model is used to analyze data, calculate intrinsic parameters, and to 

determine the effect of process conditions on the adsorption desorption dynamics. 

The mechanism of adsorption of moisture on the bare layer is dissociative 

chemisorption and is given by following equation (4.10): 

 

and for higher layers is physisorption given by following equation (4.11): 

 

where ka1 and kd1 are adsorption and desorption rate coefficients for 

chemisorption of moisture, respectively.  ka2 and kd2 are adsorption and desorption rate 

coefficients for physisorption of moisture on higher layers, respectively.  It is assumed 

that adsorption and desorption rate coefficients for all the layers second and higher are 

same.  This assumption is reasonable because on second and higher layers, gas-phase 

moisture molecules physisorb on adsorbed moisture molecules.  It should be noted that as 

per Equation (4.10) each H2O molecule provides two surface hydroxyl groups; therefore, 

the loading for layer 1 is ∑
=

=
n

i
iXL

1
1 2

1
 

The rate of adsorption of moisture on the ZrO2 and HfO2 surfaces is a function of 

gas-phase moisture concentration inside the reactor and the concentration of surface sites.  

The expression for the rate of adsorption is as follows: 

)( 02
2

01 XXCkXCkR tgagaa −+=                    …(4.12) 

02 2XOH + 122 XorMOH
1ak

1dk

2ak

2dk
iXOH +2 OH2 1+ii XorX….. 
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Ra is the rate of adsorption and Cg is the gas-phase moisture concentration inside 

the reactor.  Equation (4.12) gives the number of molecules adsorbing per unit area per 

unit time.  Therefore, the number of molecules adsorbing per unit area over any time 

interval can be calculated.  Based on the probability distribution of sites it could be 

determined where these molecules are going to adsorb.    

Similarly, the rate of desorption is given by: 

)( 10211 XXXkXkR tddd −−+=                      … (4.13) 

Rd is the rate of desorption.  The desorption reaction for chemisorption of 

moisture is assumed to be pseudo-first order [68].  From Equation (4.13), the number of 

molecules desorbing from the surface can be calculated for any time interval.  Equation 

(4.7) provides information on the sites from which the molecules are desorbed.  

In the present study, the reactor is assumed to behave like an ideal-mixed reactor 

and the following overall mass balance equation applies: 

)()( , daging
g RRACCQ

dt

dC
V −−−=                     ... (4.14) 

where V is the volume of reactor, Q is the volumetric flow rate, Cg, in is the 

challenge concentration in the inlet gas stream, and A is the total surface area of exposed 

wafer.  Calculation of probability values, cumulative probability, Ra, and Rd after every 

time interval helps in keeping track of the moisture concentration and distribution on the 

surface.  Equilibrium is reached when the adsorption and desorption rates are equal. 
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The advantage of this formulation is that the model is not restricted to the number 

of layers and increasing the number of layers does not increase computational 

complexities.   

 

 

4.4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

4.4.1 Model Validation 

The model developed in the previous section is validated by fitting it to 

experimental data.  Figure 4.2 shows the model fit to experimental results for two 

different temperatures, 550C and 1000C.  The temporal profile of the reactor outlet 

concentration for the adsorption-desorption cycle is plotted against time for ZrO2 wafers 

exposed to 0.3% moisture challenge concentration.  The model fits well to the 

experimental results.  The observed fluctuations in the mass spectrometer readout are due 

to slight variations in the ambient temperature and gas flow rates [49].  These fluctuations 

are secondary and have no significant effect on the final results. 
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     Figure 4.2 Effect of temperature on the temporal profiles of moisture adsorption and   

           desorption on ZrO2 surfaces. Moisture challenge concentration: 0.3 % 

 

Figure 4.2 shows that equilibrium is reached more rapidly as temperature is 

increased.  This is because an increase in temperature increases both the adsorption and 

the desorption rates and enhances the approach of the net process to its equilibrium state.  

The results also show that the moisture loading is higher at lower temperatures.    This is 

because the overall net adsorption is an exothermic process and is favored at a lower 

temperature.  Loading from the experimental data is calculated by integrating the total 

area between the adsorption profile and the challenge-level line. 

Multiple layers of moisture are adsorbed on oxide surfaces [56].  Moisture forms 

strongly bound hydroxyl groups by dissociative chemisorption on the bare layer and less 

strong physisorption on the higher layers [55, 56, 74-76].  Total active surface sites for 
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porous ZrO2 particles have been reported to be 1.5 X 1015 sites per cm2 based on the 

number of hydroxyl groups formed [57, 75].  The surface site densities for HfO2 and 

ZrO2 are assumed to be the same due to the similarities between their lattice structures 

[55].  The type of oxide and its state of crystallinity influences both the dynamics and the 

equilibrium properties of the adsorption-desorption processes. 

The effect of moisture challenge concentration on the adsorption and desorption 

dynamics at constant temperature is shown in Figure 4.3.  As expected, the total amount 

of moisture adsorbed (loading) increases as the moisture challenge concentration 

increases.   Model predictions agree well with the experimental results for HfO2 wafers 

exposed to the moisture challenge concentrations of 0.3% and 1.2% at 240C.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Effect of moisture challenge concentration on the temporal profiles of    

                       moisture adsorption and desorption on HfO2 surface. Temperature: 24 0C 
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4.4.2 Rate Coefficients 

Table 4.1 gives the rate coefficients estimated from the model for both ZrO2 and 

HfO2 surfaces.  For both oxides, the desorption rate coefficient (kd1) in the first layer is 

smaller than the desorption rate coefficient (kd2) in the higher layers.  This is because the 

molecules in the first layer are chemisorbed and strongly bound to the surface.  The 

values of kd1 are different for the two oxides, indicating the difference in chemical 

interactions between moisture and the two oxides.  However, the values of kd2 are about 

the same because there is very little or no interaction between the oxide surface and the 

higher layer physisorbed molecules.   

Table 4.1 Rate coefficients for the adsorption and desorption processes on the first and 

the higher layers. 

ka1 ka2 kd1 kd2 T = 550C 

cm/min cm/min 1/min 1/min 

ZrO2 3.9 X 10-4 2.4 X 10-3 4.8 X 10-5 1.3 X 10-1 

HfO2 3.6 X 10-4 2.4 X 10-3 4.7 X 10-4 1.3 X 10-1 

 

4.4.3 Activation Energy 

Activation energies of the adsorption and desorption processes for ZrO2 were 

determined using an Arrhenius plot as shown in Figure 4.4.  Similar results were also 

obtained for HfO2.  These results are summarized in Table 4.2.  Desorption energy (Ed2) 

for physisorbed moisture is lower than desorption energy (Ed1) for chemisorbed moisture, 
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for both oxides.  This confirms the conclusion stated in the last paragraph regarding 

chemisorption on the first layer and physisorption on subsequent layers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Arrhenius plot of desorption rate coefficients for moisture on ZrO2  

Table 4.2 Activation energies of the adsorption and desorption processes on the first and 

the higher layers. 

E a1 E a2 E d1 E d2 T = 550C 

J/mol J/mol J/mol J/mol 

ZrO2 5993 3579 41662 9286 

HfO2 6245 3623 35458 9618 
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The parameter θa in the model is a measure of preferential adsorption of gas 

molecules on the bare site (chemisorption) versus adsorption on occupied sites 

(physisorption).  The values of θa greater than 1 imply higher probability for 

physisorption over that for chemisorption; less than one indicates the opposite tendency.  

As indicated by Figure 4.5, θa has an exponential type dependence on temperature.  The 

results confirm that the adsorption on the first layer is, in fact, activated chemisorption 

and involves bond breaking and therefore is favored at higher temperatures.  Of course, 

the balance between the overall flux or overall adsorption rate on the bare sites versus 

that on higher layers depends on energetics (given by the rate coefficients and θa) as well 

as on the number of adsorption sites available on that layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Variation of θa with temperature for moisture interaction with ZrO2. 
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4.4.4 Distribution of Molecules on the Oxide Surface 

The model is very useful in predicting the number of molecules on each layer 

during the adsorption and desorption cycles.  Figures 4.6 and 4.7 depict the distribution 

of molecules on the oxide surface at different times during the adsorption and desorption 

processes, respectively.  Results on these figures, molecular loading plotted against the 

layer number, are for 0.3% moisture challenge concentration on ZrO2 at 100oC, given as 

an example of process simulator output.  Figure 4.6 shows that the number density for the 

first layer increases with time.  During the initial part of adsorption, there are more vacant 

sites than occupied sites; resulting in a larger amount adsorbing on the bare layer.  Figure 

4.7 shows that there is not a significant change in the number of molecules on the first 

layer during desorption, as long as higher layer physisorbed molecules are present; this is 

because chemisorbed molecules are tightly bonded to the surface and their removal is 

difficult and slow.  While the overall loading on the surface increases with adsorption, the 

molecular loading for the lower levels does not increase significantly with time in the 

latter stages of adsorption as we approach the equilibrium state.  This is because in the 

latter stages of adsorption the lower levels are mostly occupied; hence, the probability of 

incoming molecules going to lower levels decreases.   
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      Figure 4.6 Distribution of molecular loading on ZrO2 surface at different times  

                        during adsorption. Moisture challenge concentration: 0.3 % at 100 0C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Figure 4.7 Distribution of molecular loading on ZrO2 surface at different times   

                         during desorption. Moisture challenge concentration: 0.3 % at 100 0C. 
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4.4.5 Effect of Moisture Challenge Concentration on Equilibrium Loading 

Figure 4.8 gives the effect of varying moisture challenge concentration on the 

equilibrium loading for ZrO2 at 240C.  Results indicate a Type II adsorption isotherm.  As 

moisture level increases, moisture loading on the surface and the number of layers with 

physisorbed molecules increases.  The BET line in Figure 4.8 is the best fit of the data to 

the standard BET equation.  The BET equation did not fit the data indicating that the 

observed type II isotherm is not represented by the BET model; however, it is well 

represented by the model developed in this work.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Figure 4.8 Adsorption isotherm for moisture on ZrO2.  Temperature: 24 0C 
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simulates the simultaneous adsorption and desorption as a non-equilibrium dynamic 

process.  It will show the temporal profiles of the adsorption and desorption processes as 

well as the final equilibrium state.  

 

.4.4.6 Effect of Different Process Parameters 

 

4.4.6.1 Temperature 

Understanding the effect of temperature on the rate of moisture removal helps in 

determining the optimal process to minimize energy and purge-gas usage and stay within 

the thermal budget.  Figure 4.9 shows the effect of temperature on the removal of 

moisture at various temperatures ranging from 550C to 4000C.  These results are for cases 

where the ZrO2 wafer surface is first equilibrated with 0.3% moisture challenge 

concentration at 550C; the surface is then purged with nitrogen with only 10 ppb moisture 

at different temperatures.  Results show that increasing the temperature enhances the 

moisture removal rate due to a dominant increase in the desorption rate.  The advantages 

of increasing the moisture removal rate may be offset by the increase in the energy 

consumption or by exceeding the thermal budget.  The thermal budget is a measure of 

integrated heat treatment of the sample over the entire process time and should be 

minimized. 
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     Figure 4.9 Effect of temperature on the removal of moisture from ZrO2.  Wafer   

                       surface was equilibrated with 0.3 % moisture concentration at 100 0C. 
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physisorbed molecules are removed, the flow rate becomes less important in removing 

the chemisorbed molecules.  Figure 4.10 also shows that the percentage moisture removal 

does not reach 100%.  This is because the surface comes in equilibrium with the moisture 

concentration in the purge gas, which in this case is 10 ppb.  As shown, about 92% 

moisture removal represents the maximum achievable moisture removal in this example.  

This percentage shows the fraction of total moisture that is ultimately removed when the 

surface comes to equilibrium with the purge gas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 4.10 Effect of purge flow rate on the removal of moisture from ZrO2. Wafer    

                     surface was equilibrated with 0.3% moisture concentration at 100 0C. 
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concentration at 1000C.  The surface is then cleaned using purge gas with different 

moisture concentrations (1, 100, 500 ppb).  The results show that the effect of purge gas 

moisture concentration is only significant towards the end of the purge process.  This is 

because initially the desorption of the physisorbed molecules dominates the process.  The 

purge gas is much cleaner than the surface; therefore, re-adsorption is relatively small, 

and the purge gas purity does not play a key role.  At later stages, desorption rate 

decreases and re-adsorption of gas to the surface becomes significant.  Therefore, the 

purge gas purity becomes a significant factor.  Finally, the surface comes in equilibrium 

with the purge gas and no further cleaning can take place.  This maximum achievable 

moisture removal is shown by the horizontal lines in Figure 4.11 for 500 ppb and 100 

ppb. 
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Figure 4.11 Effect of purge gas moisture concentration on moisture removal from ZrO2.    

                   Wafer surface was equilibrated with 0.3 % moisture concentration at 100 0C. 
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4.5 MODEL APPLICATION 

These results and the purge process modeling would be helpful in optimizing the 

purge recipes depending on the final purity requirements.  That would help in lowering 

gas and energy consumption and reducing the purge times.  The cleaning of wafer 

surfaces during the desorption process depends on various factors; temperature, flow rate, 

and the purity of purge gas are among the most important and controllable.   

To illustrate the model application, a case study is conducted to compare three 

options as purge recipes.  ZrO2 wafers are exposed to 0.3% moisture challenge 

concentration at 1000C.  After the equilibrium is achieved, different desorption recipes 

are applied.  Table 4.3 summarizes the results.  

Results from Table 4.3, although not general, illustrate that Process 1, which is 

isothermal removal of moisture from the film, takes the longest time to clean the surface 

and is the most costly.  Processes 2 and 3 are alternative methods in cleaning of the 

surface by changing the process conditions.  Process 2 is the standard approach in 

cleaning the surface, that is, by increasing the flow rate, using the purest purge gas and 

increasing the desorption temperature which enhances the removal of moisture from the 

film.  Process 3 is developed based on understanding of the effect of different process 

parameters on moisture removal rate.  Table 4.3 shows that, compared to Process 3, 

Process 2 cleans the surface in a shorter time but involves a higher cost.  Therefore, there 

is a trade-off between saving time (increasing the throughput) and lowering the operation 

cost.  Most conventional processes are not developed based on the above considerations.  
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Therefore, there is room for major improvement and cost saving using the process model 

as a guiding tool.   

       

  Table 4.3 Application of the model to compare alternate purge schedules. 

Process no. 

Processing  

time for 90% 

cleanup (mins) 

Volume(lit) Purity (ppb) 
Operation 

cost* (cents) 

1 115.7 23.1 1 69 

2 26.5 13.2 1 39 

3 30.5 
3.5 

4.1 

1000 

1 
22 

Process 1: 200 sccm flow rate; purge gas purity: 1 ppb moisture; 100oC. 

Process 2: 500 sccm flow rate; purge gas purity: 1 ppb moisture; 400oC. 

Process 3: 5 minutes: 500 sccm flow rate; purge gas purity: 1000 ppb moisture; 100oC.  

                 5 minutes: 200 sccm flow rate; purge gas purity: 1000 ppb moisture; 200oC.  

                 Remaining: 200 sccm flow rate; purge gas purity: 1 ppb moisture; 400oC. 

* Includes cost of maintaining furnace temperature and generating purge gas.  Does 

not include the cost of operating instrumentation.  Cost of electricity = 10 cents/kWh.  

Total exposed surface area of wafers = 3140 cm2. 
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

A dynamic multilayer adsorption and desorption model is developed to represent 

both the non-equilibrium and the equilibrium interactions between a gaseous adsorbate 

and a solid adsorbent.  This model is distinct from existing models as it combines the 

characteristics of both stochastic and deterministic approaches, provides non-equilibrium 

as well as equilibrium processes, and can be applied to cases involving both 

chemisorption and physisorption.  The model can predict the dynamics and distribution 

of molecular loading among different adsorbed layers, which have different energies of 

interactions with the adsorbent surface.  The model is validated using detailed 

experiments that provide information on the dynamics of moisture adsorption-desorption 

on ZrO2 and HfO2 surfaces.  ZrO2 and HfO2 were chosen because of their importance in 

semiconductor manufacturing as high-κ materials.  Model predictions agree well with the 

new experimental data; the analysis provided useful information on the value of intrinsic 

parameters such as activation energies and the rate coefficients.  The type II adsorption 

isotherm was obtained for this particular study.  However, it was shown that the BET 

model and equation was not a good representation of the moisture interaction with these 

oxides, thereby signifying the importance of the new model for representing the 

isotherms. 

The parametric study showed the effect of different process parameters, namely 

temperature, purge gas flow rate, and purge gas purity on the removal of moisture from 

the oxide surface.  Increasing the purge gas flow rate primarily affects the early stages of 
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the purge, while increasing the gas purity helps in the final stages of outgassing.  

Increasing the temperature increases the outgassing rate. 

The results also illustrate the application of the model to predict residual impurity 

contamination and optimize process conditions for efficient clean up of these dielectric 

films during semiconductor processing.  A case study was done to show the usefulness of 

the model to develop an optimum purge/drying recipe.  This would help in minimizing 

gas and energy consumption and the required purge time, thereby saving on operation 

cost.  
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CHAPTER 5 

EFFECT OF SAMPLING LINE CHARACTERISTICS ON THE DYNAMIC 

MONITORING OF FLUID CONCENTRATIONS 

 5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The on-line monitoring of the chemical composition of fluids in transport pipes 

and processing chambers is typically accomplished by two general analytic techniques: 

one is placing an in-situ sensor exactly at the point of measurement; the second is 

diverting and transferring a small portion of the fluid to the analytical instrument by using 

a sampling line.  Application of the first technique, while ideal in concept, is only limited 

to relatively few analytical techniques such as with some in-situ optical methods.  Most 

available analytical instruments, however, cannot be placed at the point of measurement 

either because of the configuration and size of the sensor or due to the undesirable 

interference that such placement will have with the system that is being monitored.  

Therefore, the most widely used technique involves the second technique in which a 

sampling line is used.  The effect of this kind of sampling on the analysis is not only due 

to the sampling line that brings the sample from the measurement point to the analytical 

instrument; but is also due to all components that exists between the point of sampling 

(PoS), where measurement is supposed to be made, and the point of analysis (PoA), 

where the sensor is located and the measurement is actually made.  As shown in Figure 

5.1, these will include the lines, flow and pressure control parts, and other components 

that are an integral part of and usually inside the analytical instrument between the 

analyzer inlet port and the analyzer sensor.  This entire assembly which includes all 
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components between the PoS and the PoA (including all components outside or inside the 

analytical instrument) is referred to as the “sampling line” in this paper. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Schematic of a typical sampling line consisting of tubing as well as    

                  components (valves, regulators, etc.) between point of sampling (PoS) and     

                  point of analysis (PoA). 

 

The effect of the sampling line on the analysis of sample properties is basically 

due to the fluid transport effects (dispersion and residence time) in the line as well as the 

adsorption and desorption of fluid constituents on the surfaces of the sampling line parts 

that come in contact with the fluid [77].   In general, adsorption of a species will lower its 

concentration in the fluid phase and result in PoA concentration being smaller than the 
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PoS concentration [78, 79].  Desorption, on the other hand, has the opposite effect and 

will result in a measured value at the PoA to be higher than the concentration at PoS [80-

84].  These errors and alteration of composition by sampling lines are negligible for 

steady-state operations when all components have sufficient time to come to equilibrium 

with the sampled fluid.  Under these dynamic equilibrium conditions, adsorption and 

desorption occur at exactly equal rates and hence have no net effect [85].  However, in 

general, and under time varying process conditions, relating what is measured to what 

one is trying to measure is far from trivial; the correction cannot be accomplished by a 

general calibration.  The difference between the two values and the effects caused by the 

sampling line are significant in most cases involving transient conditions, non-

equilibrium sampling, and particularly in applications with ultra-pure systems. 

This research is aimed at providing a methodology for detecting and analyzing the 

sampling line effects during on-line monitoring of fluid concentrations.  To validate this 

analysis, sample line effect during purging and cleaning of dielectric oxides during 

semiconductor processing is used as the model case study.  Purging processes are 

intrinsically transient, and require control of very low level contamination of molecular 

contaminants such as moisture and volatile organic compounds [55]. 
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5.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

The experimental set-up designed and used for studying the effect of the 

“sampling line” on fluid concentration measurements, consists of three parts: the first part 

is the signal generation part, which generates the concentration that is being sampled and 

is to be monitored (PoS concentration).  In this set-up the system to be monitored is the 

purge chamber that contains the dielectrics samples which are undergoing purge and 

outgassing.  The second part is the sampling line which takes the sample from the point 

of sampling (PoS) to the point of analysis (PoA).  Finally, the third part is the 

analyzer/sensor where the actual measurement is conducted and the PoA signal is 

recorded.  The generic and general sampling line configuration is illustrated in Figure 5.2.   

 

Figure 5.2 The generic sampling line configuration.  

 

Two types of experiments are conducted on this experimental set-up.  In the first 

set of experiments, the behavior of the sampling line is characterized by a detailed and 

systematic study of the processes that take place in the sampling line.  For these 

experiments, the sampling line is exposed to a step change in concentration, generated by 

the sample source at the PoS (step change from the purge level to a challenge level) for 

the selected compounds.  The response of the sampling line to this step input is monitored 
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until the system comes to equilibrium with the challenge species.  Once the system 

reaches its equilibrium, the feed is switched to purge; during this stage, isothermal 

desorption takes place.  Similar experiments are performed for a wide range of challenge 

concentrations at the temperatures of interest.  

In the second type of experiments, different types of PoS profiles (both transient 

and steady state) are generated at the sample source section over wide range of 

concentrations and temperatures.  These PoS profiles represent the concentration that is 

to be monitored.  The signal will be modified in the sampling line as a sample is sent 

from PoS to PoA.  Figure 5.3 shows the actual experimental set-up; the details are given 

in our earlier publications [48, 49, 85].  The model impurity compound used in this study 

was moisture; the inert purge gas was nitrogen; the experiments were performed using 

moisture concentration from 0.5 to 1500 parts per million (ppm) over temperatures 

ranging from room temperature to 380oC.  Some experiments were also performed with 

IPA in concentration range from 150 to 1500 ppm at room temperature.  
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Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of experimental setup. 

 

The analytical instruments used at the PoA were, Atmospheric Pressure Ionization 

Mass Spectrometer (APIMS), Cavity Ring down Spectroscope (CRDS) and Electron 

Impact Mass Spectrometer (EIMS).  APIMS has the ability to detect moisture in the ppt 

range, CRDS can detect moisture in the sub-ppb range, while EIMS detects moisture 

from ppm to percentage levels [85].  In all the systems (APIMS, CRDS, and EIMS), the 

sampling line consists of the line that brings the sample from the PoS to the analyzer as 

well as the internal tubing, and flow control elements inside the analyzer.  In addition to 

these components, the sampling line in CRDS has a filter, and in EIMS has the inlet 

capillary.  The chemical species of interest for this study was moisture.  In order to 
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characterize these two different sampling systems (CRDS and EIMS), experiments were 

performed for moisture concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 1500 ppm at room 

temperature (25oC), using nitrogen as the purge gas. 

 

 

5.3 SAMPLING LINE SIMULATOR 

 A process model is developed for the generic sampling line system, as 

shown in Figure 5.2.  This model provides the process link between PoS and PoA and 

allows us to calculate one from the other.  In general, it is relatively simple to calculate a 

concentration time profile at the PoA, if the profile at the PoS is given and the properties 

of sampling line are fully known and specified.  However, it is not straightforward to do 

the reverse and calculate the profile at PoS, if the PoA profile is known.  The second case 

is what is required in practice since in general PoA is the measured (known) profile and 

PoS is the desired (unknown) profile. 

Sampling lines are typically long tubes; the effect of other components in this line 

can also be represented by their equivalent pipe length.  Using this approach, the entire 

sampling line is represented as a non-ideal tubular chamber in which the analyte is 

affected by various transport mechanisms as well adsorption and desorption on chamber 

surfaces.   

The conservation equation for the analyte in the sampling line fluid phase is as 

follows: 
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The initial and boundary conditions are:   
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where c is the species concentration in the bulk gas; cin is the challenge 

concentration of the species; c0 is the purge gas species concentration, which is assumed 

to be zero; t is the time; u is the velocity; DL is the dispersion coefficient; A is the cross-

sectional area of the dispersion reactor; L is the equivalent length; As is the exposed 

surface area for adsorption / desorption of species; kd is the desorption rate coefficient; cs 

is the concentration of species on the surface; ka is the adsorption rate coefficient; S0 is 

the number of active surface sites. 

The conservation equation for the analyte adsorbed on the sampling line surface is 

as follows: 
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The initial condition is: 

I.C.: t = 0, cS = cS0 
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5.4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

5.4.1. Significance of sampling line effect: 

Figure 5.4 shows the normalized response (normalized values of PoA) for three 

analyzers (APIMS, CRDS and EIMS) when the inlet to sampling line (PoS) was dropped 

from a finite value to zero at time zero.  The response delay due to sensors alone in these 

analyzers is negligible.  Therefore, the observed lag in response is essentially entirely due 

to the sampling line effect.  As expected, the sampling effect is different for different 

systems.  But in all cases the contribution of the sampling line is very significant.  There 

is about a 12-15 minute of delay to get 90% response and about 25 minutes of delay to 

get 95% response.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Response of different sampling line configurations to a step down  

                      change in PoS. 
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The sampling line effect is particularly important for fast changing (highly 

transient) signals.  To illustrate this, a linear ramp input signal in the form of PoS (t) = 

m.t was introduced at the sample source.  The response to this signal, as measured by 

CRDS, at the PoA, and the error due to the sampling line were evaluated.  In particular, 

the absolute error in signal (difference between PoS and PoA) is determined as a function 

of the parameter “m” which is the measure of rate of change in the input signal.  Figure 

5.5 shows that the absolute error is a strong function of m and increases as the rate of 

change in signal with time (degree of transience) increases.  In fact, in the extreme 

situation, when the signal is steady and constant with time, the sampling line error 

approaches zero.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Figure 5.5 Error in monitoring a ramp input concentration. 
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5.4.2. Characterization of sampling line: 

The sampling line model developed in the previous section is useful in 

characterizing the sampling line and in making the appropriate correction to the measured 

PoA.  To use this model, some of its key parameters need to be characterized first.  This 

is done by comparing and fitting the model to the experimental data.  Figure 5.6 is the 

result of this model application for EIMS analyzer.  The model fits the experimental data 

well.  This indicates that the model’s fundamental assumptions and characteristics are 

correct and that the parameters can be found to give a very good fit.  The parameters 

found for one concentration fit when concentration is changed as shown in Figure 5.7.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Model fit to experimental results for step down signal of 150 ppm for  

                    EIMS analyzer at 25 0C. 
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Figure 5.7 shows the application of the model to experimental results for an 

organic contamination (isopropanol; IPA) species.  Experiments were conducted for two 

different step down input signals (magnitude of 820 and 1500 ppm) at 25 0C on EIMS.  

First, the model was fitted to experimental data at PoA for 820 ppm signal.  Then, 

utilizing the coefficients found from the fitting model to 820 ppm signal experiment, the 

model was used for another experiment to calculate the PoA for a 1500 ppm magnitude 

step down. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Application of the process model to experimental results for an  

                  organic contamination. 
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Once the sampling line model is developed and calibrated, it can be used to 

correct for the sampling line effects and obtain the true and desired measurements (PoS) 

from the reading of the analyzer (PoA).  Basically there are two ways to find PoS, for a 

given PoA.  The method of choice depends on the type of information available for a 

given system.  These methods are as follows: 

• Method A) Assume a reasonable mathematical functional form for 

the desired PoS (polynomial, exponential, etc) with unknown function parameters 

(constant coefficients).  Then use the PoS function as the inlet boundary condition 

and find the parameters in the PoS function that give the best fit to the known and 

given PoA data.   

• Method B)  If the system generating the PoS has an operational 

model, link that model to the sampling line model; then solve the two model 

equations simultaneously to fit the output PoA.  The simultaneous solution will 

give information on PoS. 

An example of Method A is shown in Figure 5.8.  A mathematical function 

containing two exponential terms and a constant is assumed for PoS.  This PoS function 

when clubbed together with the sampling line model gives a good fit of PoA to 

experimental data.  
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Figure 5.8 Example of application of Method A to correct for error in  

                           experimental measurements. 
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very good fit to the experimental data.  The method allowed prediction of the actual PoS 

(desired concentration as shown by the dashed line).   The results also show a significant 

difference between the PoA and the PoS profiles.  This difference confirms the 

significant error that is introduced by a sampling line that can be corrected using the 

described method.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Example of Method B, sample source model is linked to sampling line  

                   model to calculate PoS. 
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Using the sampling process model, the effect of various configuration and 

operational parameters of the sampling line can be analyzed.  These results would be 

helpful in designing the sampling line and also in the selection of its operating conditions. 

An important operational parameter is the temperature of the sampling line.  

Figure 5.10 illustrates this effect for the case of moisture as measured by CRDS.  As the 

temperature is increased from 25 0C to 100 0C, the profile at PoA moves towards the 

profile at PoS.  Increasing the temperature of the sampling line system decreases the 

adsorption of species on the surface of sampling line and hence decreases the error; 

where error is the difference between PoS and PoA.  This approach can be used for 

practical purposes to minimize the sampling line effect if the sampling lines can be 

heated.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Effect of temperature on PoA. 
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Figure 5.11 shows the effect of changing the total volume of the sampling system.  

The results are for a step down signal of magnitude 1500 ppm at 25 0C for EIMS analyzer 

as per setup shown in Figure 5.2.  As the volume is decreased, the PoA profile moves 

towards the profile at PoS.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Effect of changing sampling line system volume on PoA. 
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less time to traverse the sampling system.  The decrease in dispersion and residence time 

in turn cause the PoA to move towards PoS thereby decreasing the error.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12a Effect of flow rate on PoA for step up source signal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12b Effect of flow rate on PoA for step down source signal. 
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The volumetric flow rate and sampling line volume effects are interdependent and 

can best be shown as the residence time, defined as the ratio of volume to flow rate [86].  

To illustrate the residence time effect, the response time to a step signal input is analyzed.  

The results are shown in Figure 5.13.  In this Figure, the response time refers to the 

amount of time it takes the error (difference between PoS and PoA) to reach less than 1% 

or 5% or 10%.  Increasing the residence time increases the response time.  The results are 

for a step down signal of magnitude 3300 ppb at 25 0C for CRDS analyzer as per the 

setup shown in Figure 5.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

Figure 5.13 Effect of residence time on response time to a step signal input. 
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Another illustration of the effect of residence time is shown in Figure 5.14.  In 

this Figure the system response is shown for the case where a short time perturbation in 

the form of a disturbance was introduced at PoS.  The results show that the signal 

modification and the error in measured perturbation increases as the sampling line 

residence time increases.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Residence time effect on PoA for short time perturbation at PoS. 
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primarily due to the change in the surface area available for adsorption of species on the 

sampling system walls [87, 88]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.15 Effect of sampling line length on PoA for step down source signal. 
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Figure 5.16 Effect of surface roughness of material on PoA for a step down  

                         signal source. 
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moisture for quartz surface is greater than the other two surfaces.  Therefore, the effect of 

adsorption/desorption is more for a quartz surface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.17 PoA profile for different materials for sampling line system. 
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results when the equivalent length for the particle filter is 0.5 m.  The process model fits 

well to experimental results.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.18 Experiment and process model results to represent components in  

                       sampling line. 
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the generic sampling line system.  This model provides the process link between point of 

sampling and point of analysis and allows us to calculate one from the other.  The model 

is validated using detailed experiments, including different configurations of sampling 

line, different concentrations and temperatures, different interacting species; that provides 

information on the characterization of sampling system.  Model predictions agree well 

with the experimental data; the analyses provided useful information on the values of 

sampling line process model parameters.   

The parametric study showed the effect of different process parameters, namely 

temperature, total volume of the sampling system, purge gas flow rate, residence time and 

surface roughness on the change in profile of PoS.  Increasing the temperature, 

decreasing total volume of sampling line, decreasing residence time and decreasing 

surface roughness minimize the effect of sampling line, and decreases the error between 

PoS and PoA.  The sampling line effect for different materials is also shown. 

An algorithm outlining a step by step procedure to be followed by the reader to 

accomplish the analyses of a sampling line has been included in appendix C.   
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CHAPTER 6 

KINETICS OF ADSORPTION/DESORPTION OF ORGANICS ON MICRO- 

AND NANO-STRUCTURES 

 6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Micro/Nano particles are the particles which have dimensions in the 10-6/10-9 m 

range.  Such small particles have a significant Environment, Safety and Health (ESH) 

impact.  This is a recent area of research as the micro/nano particles are now being used 

in semiconductor manufacturing processes.    

There is an ESH concern regarding micro/nano particles because they tend to be 

harmful for the environment as well as they can adversely affect the human health.  These 

micro/nano particles provide a large active surface area for selective adsorption.  They 

can adsorb some unwanted species which in turn may be harmful for the environment, 

human health or the processes in which they are used.   

In the semiconductor industry, nanoparticles such as SiO2 are generated during 

chemical mechanical planarization (CMP) steps.  HfO2 nanoparticles are used in 

immersion lithography.  If the micro/nano particles, due to their large surface area, adsorb 

any other species, then their properties may change thereby affecting the process in which 

they are being used.  

This chapter discusses the kinetics and mechanisms of adsorption and desorption 

of organic contaminants on the surface of micro/nano particles.  The micro/nano particles 

used were non-porous (SiO2 and HfO2), and the model organic compound is iso-propanol 

(IPA).  The direct advantage of this study can be in pharmaceutical or semiconductor 
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industries in analyzing how these particles interact with other species, and how their 

properties change with this. 

This study is a step towards a comprehensive program investigating the 

characterization, process modification and biological effects of these micro/nano 

particles.  This research focuses mainly on the characterization of micro/nano particles by 

studying the component adsorption to determine the equilibrium capacity and dynamic 

model.  Experiments are performed to determine the adsorption/desorption characteristics 

of model organic compounds on both hafnium oxide and silicon dioxide.  This allows for 

the determination of the equilibrium and kinetic parameters for the surface interactions. 

 

 

 

6.2 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

 The experimental setup used for studying the adsorption and desorption of IPA on 

micro/nano particles consisted of three parts: an IPA generation unit, the gas mixing 

system and FTIR.  The IPA generation unit in this case is a glass bubbler filled with IPA.  

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 6.1.   

It is difficult to make a fluidized bed reactor for micro/nano particles.  In the 

current experimental setup a novel design for a sample holder was made.  The sample 

here refers to micro or nano particles.  The sample holder was 1’ X 1’ X 0.25’ (LXBXH) 

Teflon coupon with through-in-through 1 mm holes.  The holes were made on the coupon 

only in the path of the infrared beam.  The micro/nano particles were then filled in these 
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holes, by dipping this coupon in a bag of particles.  The micro/nano particles were not 

forcefully packed in these holes.  The micro/nano particles were loosely packed.  Only a 

small amount of the micro/nano particles tended to escape from holes when this coupon 

was placed in FTIR cell and exposed to flow of UHP gas.  The picture of this sample 

holder is shown in Figure 6.2. 

The purge gas and the challenge gas are delivered to the FTIR cell using a well-

controlled mixing system.  IPA is the adsorbate in these experiments and ultra high pure 

nitrogen is a carrier and diluent.  Dead volumes are minimized by continuously 

maintaining gas flow through the entire system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              Figure 6.1 Schematic of experimental setup. 
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   Figure 6.2 Micro/nano particle holder. 
 

Before starting an experiment, the Teflon coupon containing micro/nano particles 

is purged with UHP nitrogen for 48 hrs.  This is done to make sure that the surface of the 

particles is free of any contaminants.  In the adsorption phase, the particles are exposed to 

a challenge gas (nitrogen with pre-determined levels of IPA) at controlled flow rates and 

temperatures.  Once the surface of particles saturates, the adsorption phase is completed 

and the FTIR cell is switched to purge (desorption).  During the adsorption and 

desorption phases, the FTIR cell is kept at a constant temperature.  However, after an 

isothermal desorption, the temperature is ramped up to 500C by heating UHP gas to 

desorb residual moisture and complete the adsorption and desorption cycle.  Experiments 

are carried out at different temperatures from 250C to 500C and for moisture 

concentrations ranging from 350 to 5000 parts per million (ppm). 
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6.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

6.3.1 Effect of Challenge Concentration 

 The effect of the challenge concentration of IPA is shown in Figure 6.3.  The SiO2 

nanoparticles were filled in holes in the Teflon coupon.  The temperature was room 

temperature and a purge flow rate of 3010 sccm was the same for all three concentrations.  

As can be concluded from the figure loading is higher for the higher concentrations.  The 

loading here refers to the number of molecules of IPA on the surface of nanoparticles.  

This is calculated by calculating area under the desorption temporal profile.       

 The three different concentrations of IPA were 5100, 1370 and 370 ppm.  The 

current experimental setup has the capability to generate IPA in this concentration range 

only.   

 The area on the y-axis is the area under the IPA peak.  The IPA peak is from 2950 

to 3018 cm-1. 
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Figure 6.3 The effect of challenge concentration of IPA on SiO2 nanoparticles. 

 

6.3.2 Effect of Purge Flow rate 

 The effect of purge flow rate is shown in Figure 6.4.  The SiO2 nanoparticles were 

filled in holes in the Teflon coupon.  The temperature was room temperature and 

challenge the concentration of 370 ppm was same for all three experiments.  Three 

different purge flow rates were 3010, 1750 and 220 sccm.  It can be seen from the figure 

that removal rate is faster for higher purge flow rates.  This corresponds to primarily the 

removal of higher layer physisorbed IPA molecules from the surface.  There is a 

contribution of IPA in the gaseous phase in these results which needs to be resolved.  The 

following paragraph explains how to remove this error. 

 The effect of flow rate was studied to find the appropriate flow rate in which there 

is no accumulation effect of IPA molecules in the gaseous phase.  There is a lot of empty 
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space in the FTIR cell which is in the path of the IR beam.  The IPA molecules that are in 

this space interfere with the IPA molecules that are adsorbed on the surface of 

nanoparticles.  To isolate the IPA on the surface from the IPA in gaseous phase, it is very 

important to purge the FTIR cell with a high enough flow rate so that the gaseous phase 

becomes clean very fast.  At a flow rate of 3010 sccm, it takes less than 30 sec to remove 

all gaseous phase IPA.  After that, whatever is the temporal profile observed is because of 

IPA adsorbed on the surface of nanopartcles. 

               

Figure 6.4 The effect of purge flow rate on SiO2 nanoparticles. 

 

6.3.3 Effect of Temperature 

 The effect of temperature is shown in Figure 6.5.  The SiO2 nanoparticles were 

filled in holes in the Teflon coupon.  A challenge concentration of 374 ppm and a purge 

flow rate of 3010 sccm were the same for all three experiments.  Two different 
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temperatures were 25 0C and 50 0C.  It can be seen from the figure that removal rate is 

faster for higher temperature.  This corresponds to the removal due to a dominant 

increase in the desorption rate.  

 

                  Figure 6.5 The effect of temperature on SiO2 nanoparticles. 

 

6.3.4 Experimental Results for HfO2 Microparticles 

 Similar experiments were done for HfO2 microparticles.  Figure 6.6 shows the 

effect of changing the challenge concentration.  Similar profiles are observed as were 

seen for SiO2 nanoparticles.  The loading for HfO2 microparticles was lower than the 

loading for SiO2 nanoparticles. 
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Figure 6.7 Effect of changing challenge concentration on HfO2 microparticles. 

 The effect of purge flow rate is shown in Figure 6.8.   

 

Figure 6.8 The effect of purge flow rate on HfO2 microparticles. 
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 The effect of temperature is shown in Figure 6.9.   

 

           Figure 6.9 The effect of temperature on HfO2 microparticles. 

 

6.3.5 SEM Pictures of SiO2 Nanoparticles and HfO2 Microparticles. 

 The following SEM image of SiO2 was taken with an accelerating voltage of 15 

kV and magnification of 100000.  The SEM image does not show individual discrete 

particles, instead shows the lump of powder. However, in the model developed in this 

study, a packed bed of discrete particles was assumed. 
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The following SEM image of SiO2 was taken with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV and 

magnification of 25000. 
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The following SEM image of HfO2 was taken with an accelerating voltage of 15 

kV and magnification of 40000.  The SEM image does show individual discrete particles.   

                          
 
 
 

The following SEM image of HfO2 was taken with an accelerating voltage of 15 

kV and magnification of 15000.  The SEM image does show individual discrete particles.   
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6.3.6 Particle Size Distribution for SiO2 Nanoparticles and HfO2 Microparticles. 

 The particle size distribution was done at SASOL Italy R & D Inorganic lab for 

both SiO2 nanoparticles and HfO2 microparticles.  Both dynamic light scattering and laser 

diffraction were used for SiO2 nanoparticles whereas only laser diffraction was used for 

HfO2 microparticles.  The following table outlines the experimental conditions. 
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The following result is for SiO2 nanoparticles with dynamic light scattering method. 

Nano particles were not detected.  Slightly polydispersed sample (PDI 0.252). 
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The following result is for SiO2 nanoparticles with laser diffraction method. 
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The following result is for HfO2 microparticles with laser diffraction method. 
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6.4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

In this section, a process model is developed to represent the kinetics of 

interactions of organic contaminants with micro/nano particles.  This process model will 

be helpful in calculating fundamental kinetic parameters and thus will be beneficial to 

study adsorption/desorption.  The process model can also be utilized to develop various 

purge recipes to clean the micro/nano particles once they get contaminated.   

The conservation equation for the contaminant in the gaseous phase is as follows: 
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The initial and boundary conditions are:   

I.C.: t = 0, c = cin 

B.C. 1: z=0,  c=0 

B.C.2: z=L/2,  0=
dz

dc
 

where c is the species concentration in the bulk gas; cin is the challenge 

concentration of the species; t is the time; D is the dispersion coefficient; ε is the 

porosity; r is the radius of a particle; L is the width of teflon coupon; kd is the desorption 

rate coefficient; cs is the concentration of species on the surface; ka is the adsorption rate 

coefficient; S0 is the number of active surface sites. 

The conservation equation for the contaminant on the particle surface is as 

follows: 
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The initial condition is: 

I.C.: t = 0, cS = cS0  

The area under the FTIR peak is given by following equation: 
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where I is the area under peak and f1 and f2 are coefficients for the gas phase and 

solid phase respectively. 

 

 

 

6.5 RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 The process model developed above is fitted to the experimental data.  This 

process model may be used to study the effect of changing different process parameters 

as well as to develop different purge recipes to clean the micro/nano particles.  The 

preliminary fit of experimental data to the process model is shown in Figure 6.10.  The fit 
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of modeling results to the experimental data is reasonable.  Future work includes the 

fitting of the model to various sets of experiments, finding the fundamental kinetic 

parameters for both SiO2 nanopowder and HfO2 micropowder and then using this model 

to do a parametric study as well as to develop purge recipes.  This project is still ongoing 

and experiments, data analysis and process model development is underway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10 Model fit to experimental results for SiO2 nanoparticles.    

                   Challenge concentration 5110 ppm at 25 0C. 
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CHAPTER 7 

FUTURE WORK 

The focus of current work has been on removal of adsorbed moisture and organics 

from surfaces and nanostructures.  The kinetics and mechanism of adsorption/desorption 

of moisture and organics has been characterized by using various model compounds and 

surfaces.  The current work will become an integral part of research as the semiconductor 

devices approach smaller and smaller dimensions, and even parts-per-trillion 

contamination becomes an issue.  Future work on this research can include the following: 

1. Adsorption/Desorption studies of other contaminants: This research work, although 

valid in general, has focused on moisture and IPA.  It is recommended to do similar 

studies for other contaminant species such as amines to get better understanding of 

organic contaminant interaction with surfaces.   

2. Simultaneous multiple contaminants adsorption/desorption study: In normal 

circumstances, the exposure of a surface to more than one contaminant is highly 

probable.  It would be helpful to study such simultaneous multiple contaminants on 

surfaces such as both IPA and moisture with nanoparticles.  The study of competitive 

adsorption/desorption of IPA and moisture is very important in semiconductor industry 

because IPA is commonly used in semiconductor fab to clean and dry various tools and 

equipments.  It has been reported that such competitive adsorption/desorption behavior 

can be different from if there is only one species.  

3.  Adsorption/Desorption studies of other surfaces and nanostructures: The surfaces 

studied in this work were high-k dielectric films, stainless steel tubing and filters, micro 
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hafnium oxide particles, and nano silicon oxide particles.  The experiments were 

conducted on micro silicon oxide particles during writing of this dissertation.  Our group 

has also studied various blanket as well as low-k dielectric films, and stainless steel gas 

distribution systems.  Depending on the current and future requirements of the 

semiconductor industry, the study can be extended to other surfaces and nanostructures. 

 The outlined future work will be beneficial for semiconductor industry.  The 

competitive adsorption/desorption results can be directly used for different species 

present in fab environment.  The proposed application of this study to further analyze the 

effect of filters is also very valuable.  Filters are present in many tools and analyzers and 

act as particle traps.  Due to their large surface area, filters adsorb the gaseous species 

which pass through them, thereby affecting the final concentration measurement results.  

Therefore, this study is useful in better design and operation of tools and analyzers.  
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APPENDIX A 

MATLAB CODE FOR THE PROCESS MODEL CHAPTER 5 

clear 

N=30; % no. of molecules on the stack 

Area=3140; % surface area of wafer in cm2 

Xtot = 7e15; % no of sites. for SiO2 

X = Xtot; 

Ntot=2.46E13; % ppm to molecules/cm3 conversion and not no of balls coming in at an 

instant 

Cgin= 12120; % conc in ppm 

V=888; % volume of reactor in cm3 

Q = 150/60; % cm3/sec 

ka1new=2.88e-1; 

ka2new=ka1new; 

p=1; 

q=1; 

r=5.6e-6; 

s=2.67e-3; 

kd1new = 1.07e18; 

kd2new = 1.5e16; 

% kd1new = 6e12/r; 

% kd2new = 1.2e14/s; 

T=100; 

delT=1; 

delT_des=delT; 

T_des=T+1; % 14107; 

no_of_iterations=floor(T/delT); 

no_of_iterations_des=floor(T_des/delT_des); 

prob_vals_ads=zeros(1, N); % prob vals for coming on X0...X(N-1) 
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prob_vals_ads(1)=p; 

prob_vals_des=zeros(1,N+1); % prob vals for leaving from X1...X(N) 

prob_vals_des(1)=0.0; 

prob_vals_des(2)=r; 

Xn=zeros(1,N+1); %has values of X0, X1, .. XN 

Xn(1)=Xtot; 

Bn=zeros(1,N); %no of balls in each layer 

prob_ranges_ads=zeros(1,N); %because no. of sites = N 

prob_ranges_des=zeros(1,N); %because no. of sites = N 

%prob_ranges(1)=prob_vals(1); 

prob_ranges_ads(1)=1.0; %or should be p; 

prob_ranges_des(1)=1.0; %or should be r; 

for i=2:N 

    prob_ranges_ads(i)=prob_ranges_ads(i-1)+prob_vals_ads(i); 

end 

for i=2:N 

    prob_ranges_des(i)=prob_ranges_des(i-1)+prob_vals_des(i+1); 

end 

prob_ranges_ads(N)=1; %prob_ranges(N+1)-prob_ranges(N) = delta 

prob_ranges_des(N)=1; 

rand('state',1234234); %reset the random no. generator to this state 

randnos_ads=rand(1,no_of_iterations); %generate T random nos for adsorption 

randnos_des=rand(1,no_of_iterations_des); %generate T random nos for desorption 

nb=0; %no. of balls in the system 

nbout=0; %no. of balls leaving the system 

nballs=[]; %array of nb 

nbout_array=[]; 

outputarray=[]; 

Loading_array=[]; 
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Iarray=[]; 

Jarray=[]; 

Xn_1_array=[]; 

Xn_2_array=[]; 

Xn_3_array=[]; 

Xn_4_array=[]; 

Xn_5_array=[]; 

Xn_6_array=[]; 

Xn_7_array=[]; 

Xn_8_array=[]; 

Xn_9_array=[]; 

Xn_10_array=[]; 

t=cputime; 

K=1/p; 

Bn_t=[]; %set of no. of balls in the each layer at every instant of time 

Xn_array=[]; 

Cgout=0.01*Cgin; 

Cgout_prev=0;%Cgout; 

nbout_prev=0;%Cgout_prev*Ntot; 

for n=1:no_of_iterations 

    in=randnos_ads(n); 

    n; 

    %Modeling Adsorption process 

    Xa=0; 

    for i=2:N   

        Xa = Xa+Xn(i); 

    end 
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    Iold 

=(ka1new*Cgout*Ntot*p*(Xn(1)/Xtot)*(Xn(1)/Xtot)+ka2new*Cgout*Ntot*q*(Xa/Xtot)

)*delT; % # of balls going to the surface 

 

    I = round(Iold); 

    Iorig = I; 

    repeat=1; 

    nbout=0; 

    while repeat ==1 

    Xads=0; 

    for i=1:N   

        Xads = Xads+Xn(i); 

    end 

%        Xads=Xtot-Xn(N+1); 

        prob_vals_ads(1)=Xn(1)*p/Xads; 

        for i=2:N 

            prob_vals_ads(i)=Xn(i)*q/Xads; 

        end 

        %update the prob ranges for ads 

        K=1/sum(prob_vals_ads); %Normalize the total adsorption probability to 1 for the I 

balls coming in 

        prob_ranges_ads(1)=prob_vals_ads(1)*K; %Note * by K 

        for i=2:N 

             prob_ranges_ads(i)=prob_ranges_ads(i-1)+prob_vals_ads(i)*K; 

        end 

        for i=1:N  

            if prob_ranges_ads(i) > in 

                cur_site_ads=i; 

                break; 
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            end 

        end 

        I1=I; 

        if cur_site_ads==1 & Xn(cur_site_ads) < 2*I %base layer 

            % 'crossed 1' 

            % [n Xn(cur_site_des) J  I Ntot] 

            I1=floor(Xn(cur_site_ads)/2); %no of balls that go in 

            I=I-I1; %no. of balls remaining to be taken in 

            repeat = 1; %repeat the iteration to take the remaining balls 

            in=rand(1,1);  %new random no. for the remaining balls 

        elseif Xn(cur_site_ads) < I %no of sites are less than no. of balls to go in 

            % 'crossed' 

            % [n Xn(cur_site_des) J  I Ntot] 

            I1=Xn(cur_site_ads); %no of balls that go in 

            I=I-I1; %no. of balls remaining to be taken in 

            repeat = 1; %repeat the iteration to take the remaining balls 

            in=rand(1,1);  %new random no. for the remaining balls 

        else 

            repeat = 0; 

        end 

        if cur_site_ads==1 %base layer 

            Xn(cur_site_ads)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_ads)-2*I1); 

            Xn(cur_site_ads+1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_ads+1)+2*I1); 

            nb=nb+I1; 

        elseif cur_site_ads < N 

            Xn(cur_site_ads)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_ads)-I1); 

            Xn(cur_site_ads+1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_ads+1)+I1); 

            nb=nb+I1; 

        else 
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            %bal lands on height N-1, height changes to N 

            %so the site with height N is removed from the list 

            %i.e. X decremented, and prob. vals recomputed 

            Xn(cur_site_ads)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_ads)-I1); 

            Xn(cur_site_ads+1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_ads+1)+I1); 

            X=X-I1; 

            nb=nb+I1; 

        end 

    end 

    % Modeling Desorption process 

    Xd=0; 

    for i=3:N+1   

        Xd = Xd+Xn(i); 

    end 

    Jold = (kd1new*r*Xn(2)/Xtot+kd2new*s*(Xd/Xtot))*delT; 

  %  Jold = (kd1new*Xn(2)/Xtot+kd2new*(1-Xn(2)/Xtot-Xn(1)/Xtot))*delT; 

    J = round(Jold); 

    Jorig=J; 

    out=randnos_des(n); 

    repeat=1; 

    while repeat==1 

    Xdes=0; 

    for i=2:N+1   

        Xdes = Xdes+Xn(i); 

    end 

%         Xdes = Xtot - Xn(1); % X - Xo 

        prob_vals_des(1)=0.0; 

         

        prob_vals_des(2)=Xn(2)*r/Xdes; 
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        for i=3:N+1 

            prob_vals_des(i)=Xn(i)*s/Xdes; 

        end 

 

        %update the prob ranges for des 

        K1=1/sum(prob_vals_des); %Normalize the total adsorption probability to 1 for the 

J balls leaving 

        prob_ranges_des(1)=prob_vals_des(2)*K1; %Note * by K1 

        for i=2:N 

            prob_ranges_des(i)=prob_ranges_des(i-1)+prob_vals_des(i+1)*K1; 

        end 

        for i=1:N 

            %X1 to Xn, i.e. Xn(2) to Xn(N+1) 

            if prob_ranges_des(i) > out 

                cur_site_des=i+1; 

                break; 

            end 

        end 

        J1=J; 

        if cur_site_des == 2 & Xn(cur_site_des) < 2*J 

            % 'crossed 2' 

            % [n Xn(cur_site_des) J  I Ntot] 

            J1=floor(Xn(cur_site_des)/2); %no of balls that go out 

            J=J-J1; %no. of balls remaining to be taken out 

            repeat = 1; %repeat the iteration to remove the remaining balls 

            out=rand(1,1);  %new random no. for the remaining balls 

        elseif Xn(cur_site_des) < J %no of sites are lees than no. of balls to be taken out 

            % 'crossed' 

            % [n Xn(cur_site_des) J  I Ntot] 
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            J1=Xn(cur_site_des); %no of balls that go out 

            J=J-J1; %no. of balls remaining to be taken out 

            repeat = 1; %repeat the iteration to remove the remaining balls 

            out=rand(1,1);  %new random no. for the remaining balls 

        else 

            repeat = 0; 

        end 

        if cur_site_des==2 

            %desorption form level 1, becomes level zero 

            Xn(cur_site_des)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_des)-2*J1); 

            Xn(cur_site_des-1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_des-1)+2*J1); 

            nb=nb-J1; 

            Xdes=Xdes-2*J1; 

            %Xdes1=Xdes; 

        elseif cur_site_des < N+1 

            Xn(cur_site_des)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_des)-J1); 

            Xn(cur_site_des-1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_des-1)+J1); 

            nb=nb-J1; 

        else 

            %cur_site_des == N+1 

            %ball leaves from height N, height changes to N-1 

            %so the site with new height N-1 is added to the list 

            %i.e. X incremented, and prob. vals recomputed 

            Xn(cur_site_des)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_des)-J1); 

            Xn(cur_site_des-1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_des-1)+J1); 

            X=X+J1; 

            nb=nb-J1; 

        end 

    end 
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%    nbout = (Q*delT*Cgin*Ntot + V*nbout_prev - Iorig*Area + Jorig*Area)/(V + 

Q*delT); 

%      if (n == 10/delT) 

%         Ra = Iorig*Area 

%         Rd = Jorig*Area 

%         diff = Q*(Cgin*Ntot - nbout_prev)*delT 

%         Term = (diff - Ra + Rd)/V 

%         nbout_prev_test=nbout_prev 

%     end 

    Ra = Iorig*Area; 

    Rd = Jorig*Area; 

    diff = Q*(Cgin*Ntot - nbout_prev)*delT; 

    Term = (diff - Ra + Rd)/V; 

    nbout_prev_test=nbout_prev; 

    nbout = (diff - Ra + Rd)/V + nbout_prev; 

    Cgout = nbout/Ntot; 

%     if (n==10/delT) 

%        nbout_test=nbout 

%     end 

    Loading = Q*(Cgin-Cgout)*Ntot/Area; 

    Loading_array=[Loading_array Loading]; 

    Iarray = [Iarray Iorig]; 

    Jarray = [Jarray Jorig]; 

    nbout_prev=nbout; 

    Cgout_prev = nbout_prev/Ntot; 

    [Iorig Jorig nbout]; 

    outputarray=[outputarray; [nbout Iorig Jorig]]; 

    nballs=[nballs nb]; 

    nbout_array=[nbout_array Cgout]; 
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     Xn_1_array=[Xn_1_array Xn(1)]; 

    Xn_2_array=[Xn_2_array Xn(2)]; 

    Xn_3_array=[Xn_3_array Xn(3)]; 

    Xn_4_array=[Xn_4_array Xn(4)]; 

    Xn_5_array=[Xn_5_array Xn(5)]; 

    Xn_6_array=[Xn_6_array Xn(6)]; 

    Xn_7_array=[Xn_7_array Xn(7)]; 

    Xn_8_array=[Xn_8_array Xn(8)]; 

    Xn_9_array=[Xn_9_array Xn(9)]; 

    Xn_10_array=[Xn_10_array Xn(10)]; 

    %no of balls in each layer 

    Bn(N)=Xn(N+1); 

    for i=N-1:-1:1 

        Bn(i)=Bn(i+1)+Xn(i+1); 

    end 

    Bn_t=[Bn_t;Bn]; 

   Xn_array=[Xn_array Xn']; 

    Jnew =Jorig; 

end 

for n=no_of_iterations+1:no_of_iterations_des 

    %Modeling Desorption process 

    Xd=0; 

    for i=3:N+1   

        Xd = Xd+Xn(i); 

    end 

    Jold = (kd1new*r*Xn(2)/Xtot+kd2new*s*(Xd/Xtot))*delT; 

  %  Jold = (kd1new*Xn(2)/Xtot+kd2new*(1-Xn(2)/Xtot-Xn(1)/Xtot))*delT_des; 

    J = round(Jold); 

    Jorig=J; 
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    out=randnos_des(n); 

    repeat=1; 

      while repeat==1 

    Xdes=0; 

    for i=2:N+1   

        Xdes = Xdes+Xn(i); 

    end 

%         Xdes = Xtot - Xn(1); % X - Xo 

        prob_vals_des(1)=0.0; 

           prob_vals_des(2)=Xn(2)*r/Xdes; 

        for i=3:N+1 

            prob_vals_des(i)=Xn(i)*s/Xdes; 

        end 

        %update the prob ranges for des 

        K2=1/sum(prob_vals_des); %Normalize the total adsorption probability to 1 for the 

J balls leaving 

        prob_ranges_des(1)=prob_vals_des(2)*K2; %Note * by K 

        for i=2:N 

            prob_ranges_des(i)=prob_ranges_des(i-1)+prob_vals_des(i+1)*K2; 

        end 

        for i=1:N 

            %X1 to Xn, i.e. Xn(2) to Xn(N+1) 

            if prob_ranges_des(i) > out 

                cur_site_des=i+1; 

                break; 

            end 

        end 

        J1=J; 

        if cur_site_des == 2 & Xn(cur_site_des) < 2*J 
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            % 'crossed 2' 

            % [n Xn(cur_site_des) J  I Ntot] 

            J1=floor(Xn(cur_site_des)/2); %no of balls that go out 

            J=J-J1; %no. of balls remaining to be taken out 

            repeat = 1; %repeat the iteration to remove the remaining balls 

            out=rand(1,1);  %new random no. for the remaining balls 

        elseif Xn(cur_site_des) < J %no of sites are lees than no. of balls to be taken out 

            % 'crossed' 

            % [n Xn(cur_site_des) J  I Ntot] 

            J1=Xn(cur_site_des); %no of balls that go out 

            J=J-J1; %no. of balls remaining to be taken out 

            repeat = 1; %repeat the iteration to remove the remaining balls 

            out=rand(1,1);  %new random no. for the remaining balls 

        else 

            repeat = 0; 

        end 

        if cur_site_des==2 

            %desorption form level 1, becomes level zero 

            Xn(cur_site_des)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_des)-2*J1); 

            Xn(cur_site_des-1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_des-1)+2*J1); 

            nb=nb-J1; 

            Xdes=Xdes-2*J1; 

            %Xdes1=Xdes; 

        elseif cur_site_des < N+1 

            Xn(cur_site_des)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_des)-J1); 

            Xn(cur_site_des-1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_des-1)+J1); 

            nb=nb-J1; 

        else 

            %cur_site_des == N+1 
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            %ball leaves from height N, height changes to N-1 

            %so the site with new height N-1 is added to the list 

            %i.e. X incremented, and prob. vals recomputed 

            Xn(cur_site_des)=max(0,Xn(cur_site_des)-J1); 

            Xn(cur_site_des-1)=min(X,Xn(cur_site_des-1)+J1); 

            X=X+J1; 

            nb=nb-J1; 

        end 

    end 

    nbout = (V*nbout_prev + Jorig*Area)/(V + Q*delT); 

    nbout_prev=nbout; 

    Cgout_prev = nbout_prev/Ntot; 

    Iorig = 0; 

    Iarray = [Iarray Iorig]; 

    Jarray = [Jarray Jorig]; 

  %     [Iorig*0 Jorig nbout]; 

%     outputarray=[outputarray; [nbout Iorig*0 Jorig]]; 

    nballs=[nballs nb]; 

    nbout_array=[nbout_array Cgout]; 

    Xn_1_array=[Xn_1_array Xn(1)]; 

    Xn_2_array=[Xn_2_array Xn(2)]; 

    Xn_3_array=[Xn_3_array Xn(3)]; 

    Xn_4_array=[Xn_4_array Xn(4)]; 

    Xn_5_array=[Xn_5_array Xn(5)]; 

    Xn_6_array=[Xn_6_array Xn(6)]; 

    Xn_7_array=[Xn_7_array Xn(7)]; 

    Xn_8_array=[Xn_8_array Xn(8)]; 

    Xn_9_array=[Xn_9_array Xn(9)]; 

    Xn_10_array=[Xn_10_array Xn(10)]; 
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    %no of balls in each layer 

    Bn(N)=Xn(N+1); 

    for i=N-1:-1:1 

        Bn(i)=Bn(i+1)+Xn(i+1); 

    end 

    Bn_t=[Bn_t;Bn]; 

    Xn_array=[Xn_array Xn']; 

end 

time_ins=[(1:no_of_iterations)*delT 

(no_of_iterations+1:no_of_iterations_des)*delT_des]; 

disp(['total time = ' num2str(cputime-t) 's']); 

figure; plot(time_ins,nbout_array); 

title('No.  of balls coming out per unit time from the system'); 

xlabel('time');ylabel('no. of balls'); 

[cg_exp]=xlsread('12120_Zr.xls'); 

hold on; plot(time_ins,nbout_array,'b', cg_exp(:,19),cg_exp(:,20),'r'); 

figure; plot(time_ins,nballs); 

title('No.  of balls in the system'); 

xlabel('time');ylabel('no. of balls'); 

% figure; plot(time_ins,Iarray); 

% title('Iorig'); 

% xlabel('time');ylabel('Iorig'); 

figure; plot(time_ins,Jarray); 

title('Comparison Iorig and Jorig'); 

xlabel('time');ylabel('Iorig and Jorig'); 

hold on; plot(time_ins,Iarray,time_ins,Jarray); 

% figure; plot(time_ins,nboutsm_array); 

% title('Smoothed graph : No.  of balls coming out per unit time from the system'); 

% xlabel('time');ylabel('no. of balls'); 
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% R=input('Enter time instants for plotting the # of balls in each layer plot'); 

% for i=1:length(R) 

%     n=floor(R(i)/delT); 

%     figure;stem(Bn_t(n,:));title(num2str(R(i))); 

%     Bn_t(n,:) 

% end 

% R=input('Enter time instants for plotting the # of columns for each height'); 

% for i=1:length(R) 

%     n=floor(R(i)/delT); 

%     figure;stem(Xn_array(:,n));title(num2str(R(i))); 

%     Xn_array(:,n) 

% end 

b=nbout_array'; 

 save b.xls b -ascii 

%  c=nballs'; 

%  save c.xls c -ascii 

%  d=Loading_array'; 

%  save d.xls d -ascii 

%  f=Iarray'; 

%  save f.xls f -ascii 

  g=Jarray'; 

  save g.xls g -ascii 

%  Xn1=Xn_1_array'; 

%  save Xn1.xls Xn1 -ascii 

%  Xn2=Xn_2_array'; 

%  save Xn2.xls Xn2 -ascii 

%  Xn3=Xn_3_array'; 

%  save Xn3.xls Xn3 -ascii 

%  Xn4=Xn_4_array'; 
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%  save Xn4.xls Xn4 -ascii 

%  Xn5=Xn_5_array'; 

%  save Xn5.xls Xn5 -ascii 

%  Xn6=Xn_6_array'; 

%  save Xn6.xls Xn6 -ascii 

%  Xn7=Xn_7_array'; 

%  save Xn7.xls Xn7 -ascii 

%  Xn8=Xn_8_array'; 

%  save Xn8.xls Xn8 -ascii 

%  Xn9=Xn_9_array'; 

%  save Xn9.xls Xn9 -ascii 

%  Xn10=Xn_10_array'; 

%  save Xn10.xls Xn10 -ascii 
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APPENDIX B 

COMSOL SOFTWARE NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE SAMPLING 

LINE SIMULATOR 

COMSOL multiphysics software was used to numerically solve the process model 

for sampling line. This section highlights step by step procedure to input the model 

equations in COMSOL interface. 

Step 1: Define the dependant variables 

Open the model navigator. Space dimension is 1D. 

For defining C (bulk gas concentration) 

Choose Application Modes 

Choose COMSOL Multiphysics 

Choose Convection and Diffusion 

Choose Transient Analysis. 

For defining Cs (surface concentration) 

Choose Application Modes 

Choose COMSOL Multiphysics 

Choose PDE Modes 

Choose PDE, General Form. 
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Step 2: Define geometry 

The sampling line is represented as a single straight line in 1D model. 

Select Draw 

 Choose Draw Objects 

Choose Line 

Draw a line from 0 to 0.5 

All measurements are in S.I. units. 
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Step 3: Define C over the length of sampling line (sub-domain) 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose Convection and Diffusion 

Choose Physics 

Choose Subdomain Settings 

Define Time-scaling coefficient, Diffusion coefficient, Reaction rate and x-velocity. 
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Step 4: Define initial condition for C over the length of sampling line (sub-domain) 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose Convection and Diffusion 

Choose Physics 

Choose Subdomain Settings 

Define Cb(t0) in Init tab. 
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Step 5: Define Cs over the length of sampling line (sub-domain) 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose PDE, General Form 

Choose Physics 

Choose Subdomain Settings 

Define Flux factor, Source term, Mass coefficient, Damping/Mass coefficient. 
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Define initial condition for Cs in Init tab, just like step 4. 

Step 6: Define boundary conditions for C 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose Convection and Diffusion 

Choose Physics 

Choose Boundary Settings 

Define Boundary selection 1 as Flux boundary condition with Inward flux as 0. 

Define Boundary selection 2 as convective flux with Thickness as 1, rest all 0. 
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Step 7: Define boundary conditions for Cs 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose PDE, General Form 

Choose Physics 

Choose Boundary Settings 

Define Boundary selection 1 and 2 as Neumann boundary condition. 
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Step 8: Define reaction term R 

 Choose Options 

 Choose Expressions 

 Choose Subdomain expressions 
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Step 9: Define constants and initial value of parameters 

 Choose Options 

 Choose Constants 
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Step 10: Mesh the domain 

Choose Mesh 

Choose Refine Mesh 
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Step 11: Set Solver Parameters Settings 
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The process model setup is complete. Solve this model and find the parameters 

that best fit the experimental data.  
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APPENDIX C 

ALGORITHM TO ANALYZE SAMPLING LINE 

Step 1:  Generate a known input signal (PoS) using a known source.  Step input is easy to 

generate.  

Step 2:  Measure signal output at sensor point (PoA). 

Step 3:  Compare PoS and PoA, if the difference between these two readings are 

acceptable by the instrument user, then STOP here; or else, go to Step 4.  

Step 4: To characterize the sampling line do experiments for different input signal (PoS) 

to get PoA.  It is easy to generate step input signals with different magnitude.  Estimate 

parameters by obtaining a good fit of the sampling line process model to experimental 

data at PoA.  For relatively simple sampling lines (such as stainless steel tubings), some 

parameters needed to characterize can be looked up from literature. 

Step 5:  During the actual application, there may be a model for sample source system 

which generates PoS.  As was mentioned earlier, in this research, the model for the 

source is that of a reactor containing samples of low-k dielectrics which are undergoing 

purge and outgassing.  The PoS signal generated, goes through the sampling line system, 

finally arriving at sensor point giving profile PoA.  The user is actually concerned and 

needs the PoS signal profile.  There are primarily 2 ways to calculate PoS, for a given 

PoA.  Both of these utilize trial and error approach.  A) Assume a reasonable 

mathematical function for PoS, and B) If the system generating the PoS has an 

operational model, link that model to the sampling line model.  Using any one of these 
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approaches, solve the sampling line process model developed above to fit PoA.  A good 

fit to PoA determines the solution for PoS and parameters.    
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APPENDIX D 

COMSOL SOFTWARE NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE 

NANOSTRUCTURES 

COMSOL multiphysics software was used to numerically solve the process model 

for nanostructures. This section highlights step by step procedure to input the model 

equations in COMSOL interface. 

Step 1: Define the dependant variables 

Open the model navigator. Space dimension is 1D. 

For defining C (bulk gas concentration) 

Choose Application Modes 

Choose COMSOL Multiphysics 

Choose Diffusion 

Choose Transient Analysis. 

For defining Cs (surface concentration) 

Choose Application Modes 

Choose COMSOL Multiphysics 

Choose PDE Modes 

Choose PDE, General Form. 
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Step 2: Define geometry 

The nanostructure is represented as a single straight line in 1D model. 

Select Draw 

 Choose Draw Objects 

Choose Line 

Draw a line from 0 to 0.003175 

All measurements are in S.I. units. 
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Step 3: Define C over the length of sampling line (sub-domain) 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose Diffusion 

Choose Physics 

Choose Subdomain Settings 

Define Time-scaling coefficient, Diffusion coefficient, and Reaction rate. 
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Step 4: Define initial condition for C over the length of sampling line (sub-domain) 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose Diffusion 

Choose Physics 

Choose Subdomain Settings 

Define Cg(t0) in Init tab. 
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Step 5: Define Cs over the length of sampling line (sub-domain) 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose PDE, General Form 

Choose Physics 

Choose Subdomain Settings 

Define Flux factor, Source term, Mass coefficient, Damping/Mass coefficient. 
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Define initial condition for Cs in Init tab, just like step 4. 

Step 6: Define boundary conditions for C 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose Diffusion 

Choose Physics 

Choose Boundary Settings 

Define Boundary selection 1 as Insulation/Symmetry. 

Define Boundary selection 2 as concentration with Cg0=0. 
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Step 7: Define boundary conditions for Cs 

Choose Multiphysics 

Choose PDE, General Form 

Choose Physics 

Choose Boundary Settings 

Define Boundary selection 1 and 2 as Neumann boundary condition. 
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Step 8: Define area under peak I 

 Choose Options 

 Choose Integration Coupling Variables 

 Choose Subdomain Variables 
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Step 9: Define constants and initial value of parameters 

 Choose Options 

 Choose Constants 
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Step 10: Mesh the domain 

Choose Mesh 

Choose Refine Mesh 
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Step 11: Set Solver Parameters Settings 
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The process model setup is complete. Solve this model and find the parameters 

that best fit the experimental data.  
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APPENDIX E 

                                           NOMENCLATURE 

CHAPTER 4 

A  total surface area of exposed wafer  

Cg   gas phase concentration inside reactor  

Cg, in   challenge concentration in inlet gas stream  

E a1  adsorption activation energy for chemisorbed moisture  

E a2  adsorption activation energy for physisorbed moisture  

E d1  desorption activation energy for chemisorbed moisture 

E d2  desorption activation energy for physisorbed moisture 

∆Eg   change in energetic of the higher layers to bare layer 

ka1   adsorption rate cofficient for chemisorption of moisture 

ka2   adsorption rate cofficient for physisorption of moisture on higher layers  

kd1    desorption rate cofficient for chemisorption of moisture 

kd2    desorption rate cofficient for physisorption of moisture on higher layers  

Lr  loading on rth layer 

Lt  total loading 

n   number of layers 

P  vapor pressure 

P0  saturation vapor pressure    

P’(X0)   probability function of adsorption on bare layer 

P’(X i)    probability function of adsorption on higher layer 
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P(X0)   probability of adsorption on bare layer 

P(Xi)    probability of adsorption on higher layer 

Q   volumetric flow rate  

Ra   rate of adsorption  

Rd   rate of desorption  

SP  cumulative probability 

T   temperature 

V   volume of reactor  

X i    number of sites per unit area with i number of molecules stack in a column 

Xf  total number of surface sites per unit area available for desorption 

Xt   total number of sites per unit area 

θa   relative attraction ratio of molecules compared to bare layer   

θd   ratio of desorption rate coefficient of higher layer to bare layer 

 

CHAPTER 5 

A   cross-sectional area of dispersion reactor 

As   exposed surface area for adsorption / desorption of species 

c   concentration of species in bulk gas 

cin    challenge concentration of the species 

cs   concentration of species on the surface 

c0   purge gas species concentration  

DL   dispersion coefficient 
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ka   adsorption rate coefficient 

kd   desorption rate coefficient 

L   equivalent length of the sampling line 

PoA   point of analysis (sensor location, measured concentration) 

PoS   point of sampling (desired concentration) 

S0   number of active surface sites 

t   time 

u   velocity 

x   position on the sampling line 

 

CHAPTER 6 

 c   species concentration in bulk gas 

cin   challenge concentration of the species 

cs   concentration of species on the surface 

D   dispersion coefficient 

f1   coefficients for gas phase 

f2  coefficients solid phase 

I   area under peak  

ka   adsorption rate coefficient 

kd   desorption rate coefficient 

L   width of teflon coupon 
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r   radius of a particle 

S0   number of active surface sites 

t   time 

ε   porosity 
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